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CANADA'S

WILLIAM GIBBS DIES

DATE FOR

I

Y. W. C. A. Also

Meet.

Schanton, Pa., Oct. 26. Delegates
representing all branches of the Y. W.
C. A. in this state, are In attendance
at the annual meeting which opened
this morning at the Elm Park church.
The first general meeting will be held
this evening and the convention will
remain In session until Sunday morning. The week end has 'been selected
for the convention to accommodate
the numerous student delegations
which wished to attend. Special sessions and general meetings will be
held every day, and many prominent
Y. W. C. A. workers from Pennsylvania and other states, will address
the meetings. The local members are
the hosts of the occasion and have
made elatorate preparations for the
entertainment of the visitors.

RUSSIAN

NEW ORLEANS

AUTOCRACY BROUGHT

Freedom of Press Granted and Railway Wages
Raised-Nea- rly
Hundred Thousand Strikers.
People Flee From St. Petersburg.
BREAKS

OUT

THE FLEET

IN

St. Petersburg,' Oct. 26. As the
of a special mlnisterian counsel
under the presidency of Count Wltte,
held to adopt measures to deal with
the internal situation, new national
laws granting political freedom of
speech to the press were adopted and.
will be promulgated forthwith.
The
remuneration
of railway employes
will be revised to meet the promise
made last spring. Unless this la done,
Prince Hilkoff, minister of railroads,
will resign.
RUSSIA

three

ON

SHIPS

TWO

rlays, but there are ample supof wheat
and rye for two

plies
months.

REVLUTION SPREADING
RAPIDLY

IN POLAND

Warsaw, Oct. 26. Agitators are
revolutionary meetings in
factory districts and a general strike
is anticipated October 28. Prices of
food are rapidly Increasing.
ALBUQUERQUE

GIRL

TO

WEO

PHILADELPHIA MILLIONAIRE

IS ISOLATED AND
INDUSTRY AT STANDSTILL

St. Petersburg, Oct, 26. Russia is
practically Isolated today from the
rest of the continent of Europe, as
International train service on all the
lines has virtually ceased. The tie-uIn the interior Is more complete
than it was yesterday. The only trains
running are those operated hy railroad battalions. All classes of workmen are organizing in sympathetic
strikes, and industrial life in the country Is coming to a standstill. Collisions between troops and strikers are
reported to have occurred at several
places.
p

MUTINY AGAIN IS RIFE
IN BLACK SEA FLEET
London, Oct. 26. A special from
Odessa says It Is reported that a muting has occurred on the battleship

Catherine at Sevastopol, and 400 of
the crew are under arrest.
Another dispatch from Odessa says
it is reported from Saba.stopol that
the Russian battleship
Paleleimon,
formerly Kniaz Potemklnc, has been
destroyed by Incendiaries

ENGAGEMENT OR MISS
IRMA
SCHUSTER 13 ANNOUNCED BY
YOUNG LADY'S PARENTS.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Schuster, of 603
West Copper avenue, have announced
the engagement of their daughter,
Mias Irma Josephine Schuster, to Mr.
'A. Snellenburg, of Philadelphia, Pa. ,
ine young lady has been in Euroie
for several years completing her education and la now on her way to
Albuquerque to spend the holidays
with her parents in this city. She
has been spending .some weeks at
Philadelphia, and while there became
engaged to Mr. Snellenberg.
Miss Schuster tomes of a prominent Jewish family, her father being
a mombor of the general merchandise
firm of Schuster
ftros., Holbrook,
Ariz., and the young lady has been
one of the society belles of the city.
Is
The groom-to-b- e
a millionaire
merchant of Philadelphia, and is proprietor of the largest general mer- chandise store in that city
The wedding will take place some
time within the near f tit n it

WORKMEN NUMBER SEVENTY
TH ni ft A N n DcftDi c ci rciMp
St. Petersburg, Oct. 26. The whole CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS,
BOTH MALE AND FEMALE.
country is becoming alarmed and in
ClarksvilU!, Tenn., Oct. L'tl. The anSt. Petersburg an incipient panic
vails. Moats and Finnish trains are nual meeting of tho Young .Men's
Christian association of Tennessee,
now the onlv mean nf
they are crowded with people fleeing opened here this morning with a
pro-wer- e

laree attendance, representing every
Institution and branch of the organization in this state. The session this
morning was opened with an address
by Dr. James I. Vance, of Newark,
N. J., who soke on "Tennessee's
Largest
ing.
Asset and Greatest Need."
Prices of food have gone up and Ir. Vance will address the conven
supplies of beef are sufficient for only tion on every one of the three days
of the convention. Besides him, there
are a number of other prominent
speakers who wiil deliver addresses.
The mti.-i-c
is under the direction of
lrof. Charles C. Washburn, assisted
by tho Vanderbllt (ilee club.
abroad.
The situation here has grown worse
over night. The ranks of 40.000 workmen from the mills and factories who
Joined the strike yesterday, were increased by 20,000 more this morn-

Mckinley memorial monument

unveiled in massachusetts
y

NEW

AMERICAN

CONSUL
TO AMOY, CHINA.

monies will consist of prayer by one
of the local ministers, tho presentation of the monument to the city Uy
James T. Abbe, chairman of the

y

Memorial commission, its acceptance by Mayor Frank W. Dickin-aon- ,
the unveiling ly Miss Sailie
granddaughter of the late
Morgan, the original chairman of
the memorial commission, the address
of the day by Lieut. Gov. Curtis Guild,
Jr., and music by the Second Regiment, band.
Several thousand visitors havp been
attracted by the event and the city
presents a festive appearance.
The
schools are closed to enable the
school children to attend the unveiling ceremony.
Nearly all business
houses will be closed in the afternoon
In honwr of the event.

President

Eli-Eh- a

GKOROB E. ANDHRSO.V.

Ate,

Spoke, Saw
Sights, Sleeps on Light
House Tender.

FOR

I

Only those who subscribed to what
the otllcHis of the organization called
the "creed and articles
of faith,"
admitted.
This "creed," en- dorses President Roosevelt's message
ubKing legislation bv congress,
en
larging the powers of the interstate
commerce commission, so that it may
rtgulate freight rates subject to Judicial review.
The convention was called to order
by S. H. Cowan, of Texas.
A so
called rump convention was formed
by those who
were refused admission. They number about 20o.

Chicago,
Oct. 26. 'Several
representing
sand delegates,
mercial, Industrial and other organiza- ,
tions in all pirU of the United Slate.-are In attendance at the Interstate
commerce law congress, which opened
lu re al the auditorium today. Mr. E.
who
had
P. Bacon, of Milwaukee,
signed the call for the conference,
opened the session and delivered an
address, In which he explained the
object of the meeting and the Importance of its action in impressing congress with the necessity of passing
laws extending the power of the interstate commerce commission, in ac
cordance with the recommendation
Roosevelt's
contained in President
message to congress.
In his last annual message Presi"The
dent Raosevelt recommended:
interstate commerce commission to be
vested with power, where a given rate
ha been challenged, and after a fJ(l
hearing found to be unreasonable, to
decide, subject to judicial review,
Springfield, Mass., Oct. 26. The
what shall be the reasonable rate to
take Its place, the ruling of the com- memorial to the late President
just erected here wlli be unmission taking effect immediately,
and to obtain, unless and until it is veiled this afternoon with elaborate
ceremonies.
The
consists
conference will seek to arouse public of a iirouze bust ofmemorial
heMcKlnley,
interest tn the movement and to ex- roic size, resting on a granite of
shaft,
ert sufficient pressnre upon congress to with a bronze tlgure representing
bring about the passage of the de- Fame, reaching upward
with a palm
sired lsws.
bough In her hand. The monument
was designed and executed by Philip
RUMP CONVENTION FORMED
Martiny of New York, and stands in
BY RAILROAD FACTION. a commanding position on Pecousic
Chicago, Oct. 16. Before the inte- Hill in Fure.--l Park, where it can be
rstate commerce law onyention met been for miles up and down the ConJoday, a caucus was held on the ad- necticut river.
The memorial cost
mission of delegates who were not In $15,000 and wa paid for by public
sympathy with the objects of the subscriptions, varying from $1 to sevmeeting. It was finally decided not eral hundred doKars.
to admit the railroad faction.
The program mt the usveiling cere
thoucom-

ENDS THE TRIP

FINALLY DOWN TO ITS KNEES

re-su- it

MERCE LAW BROKE IN TWO BODIES

inate it From
Harvard

GROWING

HE'S

INSANE NOTHING

OF

DOYLE'S

CLAIMES

Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 26. PresiAtlanta. Ga., Oct. 26. A white
woman was assaulted Inside the north- dent Eliot, of Harvard, has determinern portion of the city of Atlanta to- ed that brutality and unnecessarr
day by a negro, who escaped. Blood- roughness shall cease In foot ball
p ayed by Harvard, or
hounds were placed on his track.
foot ball Itself
shall be eliminated from the university.
EXPRtss
He will witness the game between
and Yale, which will be
GUILTY STEALING MONEY Harvard
played in about a month, and if there
la any slugging he will
recommend t
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 26. Edward G. the corporation that Harvard
cease
Cunliffe, tho Adams Express robber, playing
foot ball. The
went into court todav and nlenrien corporation would undoubtedly
so
guilty to stealing the $101,000, which vote, and foot ball, with Harvard left
he was accused of taking. Sentence out, would receive a stunning, If
not
was suspended until Saturday. This a knock-ou- t
blow.
action on the part of the defendant
was a big surprise, as neither the ex- HARRIMAN'S TRAIN STILL
press company nor the Plnkerton DeMAKING TIME.
tective association were' represented
Elmlra, 111.,
in court. The belief Is growing that Elmlra over Oct. 26. Harrlman left
the Erie railroad at 1 pc
Cunliffe Is actually mentally unbal- m. today. Alias
Roosevelt did not apanced.
pear on the platform of her
car, Mr.
Harrlman
announcing to the large
crowd on the depot platform that she
GENERAL SIlAKE-UP- i
was ill.
IN STATE DEPARTMENT
Passed Through Binghamton.
Bingharaton, N. Y., Oct. 26. Harrl-man- 's
Washington, Oct. 26. The adminisspecial train passed through
tration has determined upon a definite propoganda completely reorganlz this city today at 2:33 p. m., without
Ing the diplomatic and consular serv- stopping. Miss Alice Roosevelt wu
ice. Mr. Root proposes to urge con- seen seated In the dining car, eatliit.
gress through the president ,to acquire homes for our ambassadors and FAIR PRESIDENCY
principal ministers In foreign lands.
Just now Secretary Root Is comTO BE FILLED
pletely reorganizing the personnel of
the Btate department force. He has
The city papers have announced
already changed the chief clerk of the
of George U
department and bas trongly lntimat the determination
ed to Third Assistant, Secretary of Brooks to refuse the presidency of the
annual territorial fair,
State Pierce that his place will be twenty-sUt- h
wanted soon. The head of the diplo and In his published card Mr. Brook
matic ana consular bureau Is also un gives his reasons, much to hi regret,
dergtood to have come under the dlc- - that owing to certain contemplated
crlmlnatlng eye of the new secretary; .improvements mand- - kh ft next
and be, too, will be displaced. This summer, and which will need his peris the important bureau which now sonal attention, he could not accept
has charge of the deciphering al all the "honor conferred ujion him with'
dispatches and the placing In cipher out great sacrifice to his own Interof the confidential messages sent out ests."
The withdrawal of Mr. Brooks will
by the secretary of state, and will be
a position of the highest confidence necessitate the secretary calling anIn Its relations with the secretary of other mass meeting for the purpose
state. The bureau also has charge of electing some one to fill the
of the special mall pouches sent by
Today a number of names have been
our government to our representatives obroad, and also has the confi- mentioned for the fair presidency,
dential flies of tne department under and they are all good people. Th
Citizen representative has heard the
Its autho.-tt- v
qualifications of the following gentlemen Tor president, discussed: George
FORMER P0ST0FFICE INSPECTOR
Arnot, Felix Lester, Ivan Grunsfeld,
APPOINTED C01N1Y AUDITOR Darby A. Day, J. J. Sheridan, Wallace
Hesselden, "Simon Stern, O. N. Mar-roD. A. Macpherson, Solomon
A. P. Smlthers, formerly postofflce
Inspector, with headquarters in Albu- Luna, P. F. McCanna, B. H. Briggs,
querque, but who reBlpned a month and M. Nash, and either one of these
ago, has been appointed auditor of gentlemen, if chosen by a mass meetwould prove enDenver county, Colorado. The posi- ing, or otherwise,
tion has Just been created by the tirely satisfactory to The Citizen, and
paper would be found In the band
board of county commissioners, and this
pays a salary of $100 per month. The wagon, helping to make the nex. ialr
duties of the office will be to assist one of tho biggest, if not the biggest.
the chairman of the board of commis- ever neia.
sioners Is auditing the bills of the
different county officers, who are re-- ANOTHER UTAH
quired by law to file monthly state
ments of their receipts and disburseRUSH TONIGHT
ments. As postofflce Inspector, Smith-erreceived an annual salary
Oi
$1,600 and $4 a day for time actually VALUABLE MINERAL LANDS NOT
SUBJECT TO ENTRY AT THE
employed.
RECENT LOTTERY CAN BE NOW
TAKEN UP.
QUARANTINES ARE
inter-collegia-

ALBUQUERQUE VETERAN
SUCCUMBS TO STROKE OF PARALY- MUTINY
SIS AT ADVANCED AGE OF 73

COM-

in the City of

robberTleads

AT SOLDIERS HOME

Harsch, proprietor of the Harsch
Bottling Works, received a letter to
day from William E. Sherman, formerly of this city, ibut now an inmate
of the Soldiers' Home, Los Angeles
county, California, conveying the sad
news of the death at the home on Saturday last of Comrade William Gibbs.
Comrade Gibbs left Albuquerque a
little over a year ago for the Soldiers' Home, and was followed a short
time after by his wife, who was with
him at the time of his death. The
direct cause of his demise was paralysis. He suffered a stroke some months
ago, and had been falling rapidly ever
since.
William Gibbs was born In Chesterfield county, Virginia, and was about
73 years of age. He enlisted In the
Union army December 9, 1856, as a
private In the Fifth United States Infantry, and was discharged August
29. 1804, having served eight years
and three months.
The deceased was a ploneef of Albuquerque and during the lat few
years of his residence here, he conducted a tinner's shop on Gold avenue. He was one of the veterans of
this city, having settled here in the
'S0'8. He was a member of G. K.
Warren Post, No. 5, and had served as
Junior vice commander of the post.

Predent Elliott Will Elim-

BELIEF

e

A.

White Woman is Assuitcd

Cunliffe in Court in Absence Attorneys For Burns Object
of the Prosecution
to Any New Min-- ,
Pleads Guilty.
ing Trial.

PASSENGERS,
KILL FOUR. WOUND OTHERS
Kansas City, Oct. 20. West bound
passenger train No. 11, on the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, from Chicago, coilided at Fairfield, III., head-o- n
with No. 12, which left Kansas
City last night. Four were killed and
a number were Injured.
The dead are: F. J. Milks, engineer on No. 11; Glen Canfield, mall
clerk; Detective Griffith; a tramp,
name unknown.

YEARS.

SEEMS DOOMED

BLOODHOUNDS ON TIIETRAIL IF SLUGGING IS PRACTICED

ET

ROCK ISLAND

CONFERENCE ON INTERSTATE

111.,

wpm'

271)

FOOTBALL NOW

Atlanta.

Hot Springs, Ark., Oct. 26. Six
bodies have been taken from the
ruins of the railroad hotel, located at
the corner of Elm and Olive streets
here, which was damaged by fire early this morning..
The dead are:
Henry Bradley,
waiter; Edward Snyder, porter; Mrs.
Mack, musician; A. L. Mann, railroad
conductor, believed to be from Denver; two unknown men.
The ruins have not been thoroughly
searched and there mav he other
bodies. The fire Is suppose.! to have
been caused by the explosion of a
lamp.

STREET CAR RUNS AWAY
ONE THOUSAND FEET
New York, Oct. 26. A runaway
street car on the New Williamsburg
suspension bridge across East river
today caused Injury to twenty-fivpersons, two probably fatally. The
car ran for a thousand feet down an
Incline at the approach to the bridge,
and crashed Into another car standing
at the bottom.

NUMHEK

CRIMES AND

25

-

TopeKa,
Kan., Oct. 26 The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Santa Fe railway is being held
here today. The purpose of the meeting Is to elect three directors, the
terms of three ending today.
The annual report of the company
was formally received. It shows remarkable prosperity. The Phoenix &
Eastern railroad hag been completed
to Dudleyvllle. The Oakdale Western line was built from River Bank,
Cal., to Oakdale. the terminus of the
Sierra line. The Arizona & Utah,
line, extending from Coconino, Ariz.,
northward twenty-twmiles, to Chloride, was repaired.
President Ripley says, of the work
upon the Belen cut-of"Work on
this Unn is progressing at three points
and it is expected that the entire
line from Texico. N. M.. to Belen, N.
M., will be completed before the close
of the present
fiscal year. It will
avoid two mountain ranges between
Trinidad and Albuquerque, ana will
be less exxse,d to interruption from
freshets.
"The Arizona & California railway
is proejeted from Wlckenburg, Ariz.,
west and across the Colorado river,
to Bengal. This line offers a cut-of- f
from the Salt river county to all
points in California. The work Is pro
gressing rapidly.'
Henry H. Rogers, Benjamin P.
Cheney and George O. Haven, directors whose terms expired today,
were
without contest.

THANKSGIVING CHANGED.
Ottawa, Ont., Oct. 26. In accordance with the proclamation Issued by
the government. Thanksgiving' Day Is
eoneially observed thrtmghout Canada today. As a rule, the change of
the day from the middle of November to the middle of October, has
given satisfaction, as the weather Is
milder and more pleasant for outdoor
enjoyment. Not so well satisfied are
the Canadians with the choice of
Thursday as Thanksgiving day. It
Is argued that, inasmuch, as the selection of the day Is entirely arbitrary, It would have been much better and more convenient, had a Monday been selected for the purpose.
That would have made It possible to
hold family reunions, extending over
two, or even three days.

1K)5.

THE CRIMINALS

President Ripley Says Belen Two Rock Island Passengers Collide Head on and
Cutoff Finished by
Last of Year.
Four are Killed.
ARIZONA

L',

OF FATALITIES

Hold Annual Meeting and Hot Springs Hotel Burns

AN

OCTOHEH

IN THE SOUTHERN HALL OF FAME

USUAL RECORD

OF SANTA FE

EVENING,

WASHINGTON . IN

MORNING

New Orleans, La.," Oct? 26. President Roosevelt, accompanied by Secretary Loeb and Surgeon-Genera- l
Rix-earrived here by special train from
Memphis at o'clock this morning. A
reception committee, headed by Mayor Martin Behrniau,
received tne
president at the station. An
s
crowd was assembled in front
of the station, when the president arrived and received him with enthusiastic cheers, which continued until
the carriages, bearing the president
and the other members of the party,
as well as the members of the reception committee, had vanished from
eight down Canal street. Detachments
of mounted state troops formed the
military escort to the president.
The carriages passed along Canal to
Liberty street, thence to Camp and
Lee Circle, thence to St. Charles to
the city hall. All along the route the
houses were handsomely decorated
with f.ags and bunting and thousands
of people lined the streets, cheering
the president while he passed, smiling and bowing. A large audience
awaited the president at the city hall,
where he wis formally introduced bv
tne mayor and deliveied an address.
His remarks were often interrupted
by applause and tl.o chetiing continued for some minutes atier he had
finished His aCdrcss.
Then President Roosevelt was taken to the St. Charles hotei. where he
held an Informal 'ectjlion at the
P.i.ni Gurdei! ,f the hotel fur ibout au
hour. Later he was the guest of honor at a luncheon served in the banquet room of tho hotel. Numerous addresses by representative
citizens
were delivered. Then the president
was taken on a tour through tho most
beautiful and safest parts of the city.
and given a pleasure sa on the river.
At 6 o'clock this evening the president will embark on a lighthouse tender, on which bo will spend the night
and early tomorrow morning he will
be transferred to the cruiser West
Virginia, In which he will make the
voyage to Norfolk, Va., whence he
will continue his trip to Washington
In the Mayflower. He expects to return to tho capital on tho morning of
October 31.
The crowd was so enormous at Lafayette Square that President Roosevelt wag unable to make himself
heard, and without finishing his
speech closed by telling the multitude, "Oo home and be good citizens."
Ho retired
to the mayor's parlor,
where ho held a brief reception.

y

enor-omu-

,
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g

RAPIDLY BEING LIFTED
New Orleans, La., Oct. 26. That the
whole country has faith In the assurances of the federal officers that the
fight against yellow fever Is practically ended. Is shown by the rapidity
with which the quarantines are being
lifted. Meridian, Miss., has Anally
thrown her pates open to the world,
and that means tho complete resumption or travel over the Queen & Crescent road from Cincinnati to New
Orleans, practically all of tho towns
along tho Mississippi gulf coast have
removed restrictions, liiloxl, being the
last. Iirye numbers of persons who
have been on the coast since tho fever started are coming Into New Orleans. As the result of heavy frosts
a large number of Mississippi towns
have discharged their inspectors and
ordered the removal of all embargoes
on travel, Jackson, Miss., and Mobile,
Ala., being exceptions.

STOCK BREEDERS AND DAIRY MEN

Washington. Oct. 26. At midnight
tonight, the 26th, lands of the Uintah
Indian reservation not taken up by
settlers under the recent lottery be
come subject to entry under public
land laws, and mineral lands, which
were not subject to entry by persons
participating in lottery, then for the
first time become subject to entry
under mineral laud laws. No ruloa
will be promulgated governing opening of these lands, the law being explicit on that point.
Only One Proposal Received.
Only one proposal was received for
tho construction and completion oi
earth embankments in connection
with tho Hondo Irrigation project.
New Mexico, which was opened according to advertisement at RoswelL
October 17. Tins work involves 200,-0'i- o
cubic yards of earthwork and 150,
ooo cubic yards of overhaul and the
bill submitted w.is that of Wood, Bancroft & Doty, of Omaha, Neb., as follows:
Seventeen cents on embankments and one and a half cents on
overhaul.
MAIL POl'Ctt

STOLEN

AND

ROBBED AT CORONA

DISCUSS SOME LIVE QUESTIONS
Macon, Cia., Oct. 2fi. The first annual meeting of the Georgia Dairy
and Live Stock association, which was
formed by the combination of the
Dairymen's and the Live Slock Breeders' associations, opened here today
under the auspices of the Macon Fair
Association.
The session this morning was opened by President George A. Smith with
a brief welcoming address. Then Professor W. A. Splllman, agriculturist of
the bureau of plant Industry of the
I'nlted Startes department of agricul
ture, was Introduced and delivered an
address on drains and UraBseg for
South." The second speiier of
the momma session was Prof. J. K.

to

Cugger, of Auburn, Ala., prof.'ssor of
agriculture in the Alabama Agricultural college and director of the experiment station. He spoke on "Leguminous Plants as Forage and Soil Improvers."
Mr. Gettys, the noted breeder of
Jerseys M Athens, Tenn., the last
speaker on tho program, spoke of
"Dairy Fanning In Georgia." Then
the de'egateg tad members adjourned
for luncheon.
After luncheon they will meet at
the live stock show on the fair
grounds, to view the exhibit and attend the prize judging. The rest of
the afternoon and the evening will be
left free to members for recreation
and enjoyment.

Kl Paso, Oct. 26. A dispatch from
Alamogordo says:
Trainmen report
that a mail pouch was stolen from a
crane at Corona, on the eastera division of the El Paso tc Southwestern
railway.
The pouch was p aced for train 4J,
but the clerk on 4J when he arrived
found the Corona crane empty.
The pouch was found tn an empty
box car with tho contents intact, except as to a register! letter from a
Corona merchant to an Kl l'aso bank.
The pouch bad been cut and the
registered package abstracted.
It is believed that the depredation
was committed by some one who
knew of the remittance.
A freight train passed the crane after tho pouch had been hung up,
the passenger train came down,
the passenger train being late.
be-fi- re
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DENTIST8.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
, Dental Surgeon.
Otit of the city until October 24, or
later.
tormina J. Alger, D. D. 8.
No. 'iwi Railroad avenue
Office bour
:M a. m. to 12:10 p. m.; 1J0 p. m. to I

p. m. Telephone 461.
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ajtibaarlbara will confer a favor by notifying tii
fcaaaediately on any
of the paper.

M

N. M.

The Dardanelles Itself is a
little over t:i miles long and Is
from thrie to four miles wide,
but at the narrowest part is not
yards across.
more than ."
)()inl
guar,i,.,i i,y
Thjg ,s a(
Chanak Kalesl castle, where
huge chains are used to bar the
passage. The strait connects the
Sea of Marmora with the Aegean
and Is supposed to be the key of
the Turkish capital.
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THE BEAMS OF UNION
COUNTY ARE DIVORCED.
A decree of divorce was granted by
Judge Mills yesterday morning to Liz-liBeam, from her husband, E. E.
Beam, of Union county. New Mexico.
The plaintiff charges her nusband
with cruelty and ill treatment,
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HAIL AND SNOW
,
REPORTED IN ARIZONA.
Parties who came In last evening
etate that Skull Valley was white
with hail yesterday and that on the
divide between Prescott and Skull
Valley a snow storm prevailed, and
the flakes of snow were large and fat.
Hail also fell at Humboldt, says the
Prescott Courier.

N.

butld-ln- r

W. Dobson,

:

block, Albu jerque.
Johr, H. Stlngle.
ATTORNFY-AT-LASuite 1. N. T.
Arml Jo building. Albuquerque. N. M.

it
WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES.
THE

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O.

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

Crom- -

Office
N. M.

well

4

pat-

Albuquerque,

Flrsi national Bank

Office,

1

London, Oct.
1
Abdul Hamid's
JaD lettera and remittancea should be mildreeeed U.
days
as a EuroTss CrriruN Pi in.isntNG CoairANV. Draftn.
pean monarch are
ebeuka. poalolTcf and egpreiis money order
aaoat be made payable to tha order of the
believed to be numoaopeny.
An agitabered.
tion now is being
conducted in tlreat
Automatic 183.
Bell
Britain In favor of
the withdrawal of
x- -s
x- -x
x x x -x-x
M
M
what up to now
has been the key
h TERRITORIAL TOPICS ?
stone of England's
M
M
foreign policy the
x x x x x x--x
x x-- x-x
the
veto against
Turkish Soldier. advance of the
LAS VEGAS DELEGATES
Russian empire to Constantinople.
TO MINING CONGRESS.
Charles A. Sptess, R. E. Twitchell The Spectator, the great British poand B. C. Pittenger have been ap- litical weekly, lias Joined the agita
pointed delegates from the I.as Vegas tion and It has enmc to be almost a
Commercial club to the International rup n British politics that measures
Mining congress, which convenes in suported by the Spectator are bound
El Paso on November 12.

F atreet,

Pe alone, land",

ATTORNKT-AT-LA-

stantinople, and the kaiser is very
amliltious to maintain ins mi ou nce
in the Turkish capital, for German
capital is heavily Invested in Asia
Minor and Germans luive conn" to regard Asia Minor as the place for their
If England
next colonial venture.
wuniiraws ner onjeii nm mt m- - n"
j
O M ll ' .
t n nn
ainn rin fl,,atln.r
tho nnlv bar i) the slow march on .with favor, and It is believed that it
Turkev would, be German ambition will not b.' long before a public
is made, which will Indiand an annte of discord Gins woum
movbe thrown between the czar and tin; cate how the undercurrents are
ing.
sevthe
to
would
lead
which
kaiser
The sultan has been informed by
erance of the strong ties of friendship
that, no bind the two monarchs to- the Turkish ambassador in Ixndon of
gether.
the new direction England is considEngland's statesmen as yet have ering taking In the near east, and
not declared openly that they Intend there Is consternation In Yildi. Kiosk,
policy Abdul Hamid Is helpless and can do
to abandon their
In Turkey, f ir the decision is so mo- nothing to stop the inevitable Musmentous a one that the British gov- covite advance In Turkey, once Engernment must be sure Englishmen as land's support of his rule' vanishes.
a whole favor the move before they When that occurs, the sick man will
be moved back into Asia, and Europe
take the final step.
It Is known, however, t'r.at Lord no more will know a prophet of MaLansdowne regards the suggestion homet.

2fi.

k,.

ATTORNEI-AT-LA-

i i iM
i t DARDANELLES.
H i (THE

of lurkey.

Occupancy

Rates Made Known on Application

82

patents, copyrtajhu. cavlate, letter
ent", trade marks, claims
rTvv7d. Bryan.

"11 MltT If naTTMaronmin

England Preparing to Give Up Objections to Russian

M. Bond.

i.

W., Washington,

' '

r

TBI Bvbnino C1T17RN will be delivered in th
bat? at tha low rate of 20 cents par weuk. or for 61
pent par month, when iail monthly.

ira
,

ATTOKNKT-AT-LAW-

jj, .ryyy.

pally by Carrier, 60c per month

Walling-ford-

,

rooms
Barnott building,
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phone.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.

OF

BANK

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

N,

frf,

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
awi-ii- -i
l o
new AbbUUNTB,
CAPITAL, $160,000.00

AND

46-4-

D. F. MACROLLING,

OFFICER8 AND DIRECTORS

SOLOMON LUNA. PrxM.a.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson,

nunu

wm. Mcintosh

soi
surveying and J. C. BALDRIDGE
Civil engineering,
' A. M. BLACKWELL
drafting, 209 Railroad avenue. Automatic 'phone 740.
PEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.
A. L, Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER Estimates cheerfully
furnished; Job work sollcted. Automatic
phone 724; shop 911 North Second artreet.
Albuquerque.

Cashier'

O. E. CROMWELL
&

8ANTA FE RAILWAY

FIRST NATIONAL

N. M.

PHYSICIANS.

Assist

iima

i

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.

Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
Mexico Board of Osteo-pathy.-)
successfully
All
diseases
treated. Offllce Barnett building.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele-phonos. Sundays by appointment.
VETERINARY.
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
surgeon and dentist
Veterinary
Horses, cattle and hogs treated by
the latest, up to date, apptoved, scl
entitle methods. OVfece at Trimble's
stables. Old 'phone, 3; auto., 122.
FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
Engship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Drawi-

Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

President New

President

vice President

Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. S. DEPOSITORY.
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and l iofits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

J500.000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway

&

Company

ng-:

DAY AND

EVENING

SESSION.

For particulars call or address
WHICH WILL OPEN WARM WATER TO RUSSIA.
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CORBET
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Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his Intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will
be made before the
probate clerk at Albuquerque, N,
M., on November 4, 190., viz.: Don
aciano Valencia, for the southwest
quarter of section 2, townsnlp 8 north
range S east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous
residence
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Jacobo Valencia, of Chilill, N. M.j
Jose Mora, of Chilill, N. M.; Alejan
dro Ronquillo. of Chilill, N. M.; Adam
Lopez, of Clilill, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
6.M

CALL

I'll

ll

I'

A

Git Sl lil 1MK PORTE. WHICH GIVES
TliK il'.i'KlSU GOVERNMENT.

l'l

r

ITS NA..iE TO

RAVAGES

OF

MARRYING
HABIT THIS YEAR

i

-

'

'

yes-erda-

'

-

0

0

The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.
I. H. COX, Manager.
,
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Bteam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fix- - O
tures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
Colo. 'Phone, 234. Q

0.0040400040000004
OeOi040tO0000

0

TBLIHErj:i87T:

"OLD RELIABLE"

L.

B. PUTNEY

WHOLESALE

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
(5

RAILROAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE. N. M.

BERNALILLO COUNTY

0

The county commissioners of the
county of Bernalillo, In the territory
of New Mexico, in the exercise of the
option given by law, hereby give notice that the funding bonds dated July
1, 3SK5, issued in two series, known
as A and B, respectively, consisting
of 102 bonds of $500 each, numbered
1 to 102 both inclusive, of series
A,
and 13: bonds of $10(1 each, numbered
1 to 13'J, both Inclusive, of series B,
which are payable at the option of
said commissioners ten years after
the date thereof, mut-- be presented
for payment at the Chemical National
ank in the city of New York, or at
the office of N. W. Harris & company.
In the city of Chicago, 111., on or
the loth day of November, 1005,
and that interest thereon will cease
after said date.
(Signed) ALFRED GRUNSFELD.
Chairman.
J. A. SUMMERS, Clerk.
Call at 110 West Gold avenue for
embroidery materials of all kinds.
Orders taken for hand made Christmas gifts. Stamping done.
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WE HAVE HIT THE MARK

With our newrates
on residence
lighting.

t

l

i

FOR

0

BONDS.

d

-

0
D. A. McPHERSON, Vice President.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

.8

0

1905.

xy

--

O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON. Cashier.

ill)

'
(H. E. No. 8471.)
Department of the Interior, Land of
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 26,

1.

Si-t- ei

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

.ft.

THE SULTAN'S PALACE AND HIS MOSQUE.

i

'

What's the ubo of a helper it "
he isn't willing? Willingness Is
an ample mantle which will al- most cover all the sins of serv- - V
Ice. But a classified advertise- - 4
ment in The Evening Citizen
willing helper that Is not only
absoultely competent, but also is T
a willing worker. It works all V
the time for you. It Is the best 4
and most economical publicity in
the world.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

,

i;irn

f
e

r-

$100,000.00
$250,000.00

-

i

i

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

WILLING HELPERS

jeaaraA

e

'

COLLINS,

United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors,
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M

Anglo-Japanes-

I

&

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

Civil and Mining Engineers.

g

Anglo-Japanes-

The State National

Pre.

G. S. RAMSAY,

STOLL. Secretary.
Library building. East Railroad ave
nue.
ASSAYERS.
R. O.

THE DARDANELLES, THE
FOOT CRUSHED BUT
sooner
or
to become accom
later
HORSE UNHURT.
plished facts.
Bill Anderson, the cowloy and
tor generations Great Britain has
steer tyer, arrived in Mesa,
integrity
of Turkey
Arizona, the otner day, In a badly upBeld the
crippled condition and It will be some through a fear that If any European
seized the Sultan's country
time before be will be able to resume power
work. .He tad roped a steer on the England's sea route to Indl avia the
Sunflower range, and it dragged him Suez canal would be endangered In
and his horse over the side of a moun- time of war. The integrity of Tur
tain. Anderson's foot was crushed, key has been to the govenrment ofi
India what the Monroe doctrine Is
tut the horse escaped unhurt.
to the United States, and the sultan
lias relied on the necessity of Eng.GOES TO DENVER
FOR HIS BRIDE. land to support his throne as his
only strong hold on his European
S. Uhlfelder, manager of the
& Schross cigar store In this possessions.
e
Now, however, the new
city, left Saturday for Denver, wiiere
alliance Is a guarantee of the
he will meet, and on Wednesday evening at 6 o'clock, marry Miss Eva Gold- safety of India and Englishmen are
smith. A 6hort wedding trip will 1e preparing to give up their objection
taken to Manitou, Colo., and the pair to Russian occupation of Turkey. Engwill come to Roswell about November land realizes that Russia within the
1, to make their home. The bride is next few years must have warm water
a cousin of Sidney and Will Prager seaports, and if these are not
in Turkey, they will be on the
and of Mrs. Price of this city. Ros-weRecord.
Persian gulf, which Is too uncomfortably near India, even with' the
WAS IN THE DEMING
alliance in being, for
HOSPITAL FOR TWO WEEKS. England's complete trannuilltv.
Mawson
returned home
Richard
Another reason for the startling
from Deming, says the Silver City
change In England's near eastern polHe went to Deming three icy is the fear of a strong alliance
weeks ago to attend to business, ex- between Russia and Germany. The
pecting to rem aid over night. He was dearest desire of Englishmen at prestaken suddenly and seriously ill, ne- ent is to weaken Germany and to dewhich stroy the growing intimacy between
cessitating
two operations,
were successfully performed by Dr. the czar and the k3iser. German is
J. C. M.iir. Mr. Mawson was a patient now the predominant power in Con- at the Deming hospital during his illness, and reports that he received ev- did not fare so well, being Imposed
ery possible care and attention. He is upon by his manager in New York.
still weak, but is rapidly regaining John had amassed something like
his strength.
$150 In the show business, when he
was approached by his manager for
HALF MILLION RESERVOIR
loan. It was extended to the full
PROJECT IS PROBABLE. aamount
of John's savings and that
Soil Expert T. C Means, of the
servic e, who has been was the last the Cocopah giant ever
reclamation
of his manager.
John retired
spending several days at Las Vegas saw
compiling the investigations of the from the show business and entered
private family,
a
government as to the advisability of the services of money
enough to re
lie made
establishing a half million dollar res where
ervoir svsiem near that city, reports turn home. Yuma Sun.
that as far as s ill is concerned, tin SERIOUS ACCIDENT
lands are above test. All reports
TO DRIVER OF WACON.
it
.
bave thus far been favorable and ,.,.!
...
'
. L. Low e,
' Gulden, driver for
)...
u. i.uv...i
ii... r m,ir is
v i'u
'
""H""s '' '''"" '
"'!'
mired.
s! .rili'.y. sas lie
.ai.i.m
llwrj
r".v 1,1 ' e.i i:i. !! ttils taking on
ONLY DRY CLIMATE
8
I.mi.
"is
a'
wh.'ii
tV t'".ni
FOR TUBERCULOSIS. ,,,,
by a
'""e li
icoinoi u (
Dr. E. Fletcher Ingols of Clii ago,
l,ld,"'ii
Jn"
vi'.
rill.
G'ibii n was
one of the most famous consumption
f the hures
am'
in the United States, alter standing in Iront
hi
avoivd to stop hem. In
a two weeks' visit to Sufi Miguel
meb r ike
county, makes the statement that the," '"' ':-- s
,:,'is 'i li:ij i.-.'""
lioekv Mountain region, lrom Denver
a, picked u,. and
over mm. lie
to New Mexico comliinis more
taken to the
,op!i:i!. where
for the treatment of tuber-cu- l an
examinatii.il ililosid iluie bto-.sis than any other part of the
ken ribs and ii.lerual injuries, the eglobe.
Dr. lligols expresses bis
absolute tent of which have nm been ascer-hostility to the theory t licit tubercular taineii. l lie team, wnieii was the m w
diM'ases can be treated just as we!! one just brought by Mr. Lowe fiom
the east, was caught at the wagon
in any other climate.
scales opi .site the Silver City lteer
H Ice plant, where the wagon
was
LAS VEGAS' NEW
METHODIST MINISTER Jammed between the scales and the
Tile Rev. R. A. Moihy, the new pa. 'ence. The horses were not hurt, but
tor of the Methodist Episcopal church the wagon was considerably ilatnat l as Vegas, w ill arrive from Oak aged.
Park, C'hicag I, this week and will
continue the services of the hiiti li W FE BEATER OF
LAS VEGAS ARRESTED,
there next Sun, lav. The uentleiuan
l'"'IH'e .Martinez, of this city, was
has traded places with the Rev. A. ('.
on a warrant sw orn
Gi ver, who is said to be a preacher :riv.-tc,-l
of ilonuence. H man of broad culture "' by his wife, charging him with
anil nailery, says ine upiic.
and a tireless worker anil a tent le man. He goes to Las Vegas on ac- He was brought before Justice of the
count of the health ot a daughter. The Peace Otero and was given a hear'I that lie
Chicago papers speak in the highest ing. The evidence
came home Monday evening, and in a
teinio of the cleigyniun.
trivial family ii'iarrel, beat his wife
unmet cil ul!y. The Justice bound liitn
COCOPAH GIANT HAS
QUIT THE SHOW BUSINESS. over to Mi grand Jury in the sum of
John M iddli sky, the Cocopah giant, f .'0,111 default of which he was taken
has returned. No mure of the frozen to the iMiiiify jail, llis friends are arnorth for him at this seasoi. of the ranging his bond so thai he may be
year.
It cannot bo said, 'however, released from ustody until tin- grand
that the north treated him badly, for Jury considers his cace, but before he
he is looking hale and hearty, having is allowed his freedom he will be comIncreased In weight lrom 37T to H'.i'i pelled to fiiini-- h a bond of ll.'ii) to
jiounds. Iu other ways, however, he keep the peace.
Roth-enber-

$100,000

tory and before the United Htatea lard

t

Idnrtlslng

Capital and Surplus

Albuquerque,

K

office.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
felfr by mall, one ywtr In advance
BfcUrr by mail, one month
jWeeklj by niaO, one ypar

Bernard 8. Rodey.

N. M.
Prompt attention given to all
buarlneee pertaining to the profession.
Will practice In ail court" of the terri-

Ian.

1,

gasl,

Dili:,.

Mary

t
at .

Abr

:,i..iort

by

his first wife, who

New York, married
a. in. ried him when hwas L.
Year's morning, the jir.-- In id'
- Mrs. Florence Ferre.-d- . of
Sip..
of the year, was in n n , a.
biJ P.itt.'.soii. N. J., arrested as a
ainiM two days later, at t'le ins:anci'
iler .iiinbamls said to numof her tirst husband. W. R. Wood.
ber seven.
s.
Jan.
Adam C.a,.ak. of Now
Oc
W. Puttri, husband
York, admitted in court t.iat he had i)l lout women, sun eiideri d himself
four wives, all living.
at I iii n: li, Mass.
Wile No. 4, of
Jan. ;lu - Jotiann loch, of Chicago, New
t k.
w as
on his conscience.
c
I
ariv-ias a hiviinist, confessed to He w!
five years in slate's
thirteen, and was accielitd
t ison.
with
twenty-tighwives. On M,ty 2utli he
Get.
Robt. l.eroy llinnicker, of
was c.nvic'cl of the muidei ot Om- Ne
York, was summoned to court
an. I
to death.
by In.-- , tii-and fourth wile. Held in gasWI
.Match 1:!. Josephine MiGinni
of $!.."iiii hail tor trial.
the
New York, was arrested as a big
AND CURE TH
amis.!, ins, Sullivan and Elli.-o-tt
"I siilf. ie,
liHbitua.iy troin constiLUNGS
were the three husbands.
pation. in, m's Regub ts re.ieved and
:".(
March
John Stelfer. of New slrcltgtln ii' d the bowels, so that they
York, broiigh! to court lor marrying have l.i i n regular ever since." A. L".
two women in one day.
Davis, gioccr, Sul Jill ni" Springs, TexAug. L'li - Th is. lirtice. a member of as.
I
tho Virginia bar, arrested, charged
with having lluve wives.
New Tailor Shop.
roNSuiwrriON
Pries
Aug.
A. J. M.irelli, the well known tailor
Warrant for Dr. Con. A.
50c
f'UGHS and
00
W'lizholf, ot New York, married to has reopened a tailor fhop on North
J0LDS
Fres Trial.
seven women In one week, and ac- hirst street, where he Is ready to
....... ... .11
ki.. .....,
cused of having fill brides.
e'ean. press and repair ladles' and . iv
o, ,uuit.
i rri mill wot-ii'iui uil
IU it
Aug.
Allen,
gents' c! iiliing. Suits rnnile to order. ( THROAT
of Lester-villeIUNO TROUB- fnl
N. Y., ageii ni, taken from liia Patronage of former customers
HACK.
1 X.E1?, or I.TOKE1
bride ot II to answer charge of nun- New

See theJLight Man

r.

l

mar-

lii.-t'-

I

t

has.

KILL

COUCH

Dr. King's
New Discovery

il.

AND

FOURTH

be-fo-

GOLD

AVE.
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D. E. CLEVINGER,

Contracts taken for Cement-StonHouses and foundations.
house built of this material is warmer in winter and cooler in
summer th.m a brick house, and is cheaper than good brick.
Foundations for frame houses cheaper than common rubble
stone. Let mo figure with you. Drop a carj and I will call.
CORNER WALTER AND SANTA
TRKCT
e

A

r

IE
irii

a

f,

Y
A

FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS
J aaM(aa

0

Ma

RIGHT

t aN

At Consistent Prices

NEXT

TO BANK OF COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.

.

,

Cit'zen Waint Ads Bring The Best Results

THURSDAY, OCT. 26,

AMiUQUEZJQUE

1905.

1

YEAR

AGE 10 YEARS

TRY

OF THE

Fhst National Bank

Working as a clerk or mechanic's helper, earning f 10 per
week; bought five
residence lota In the East-

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

50-fo-

ern Addition to the Highlands, paying
each lot; total cost to be $875.

$1

per week

on

AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS, AUGUST 25, 1905

Married; beautiful homis built all around his property.
Sold four of the lots for $2,000; built himself a four- -

AGE 24 YEARS
,

room house for $S00 on the fifth lot. Borrowed $500
on the house to buy furniture, etc, and Vlth the re

RESOURCES

maining $1,200 started In business for himself.
Home all paid for; worth, all told, about
owe a cent, and has a big

AGE 28 YEARS

his own,

i

$3,000;

Loans and Discounts,
don't

baby boy of

dependent upon mother.

0

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY, Owners of
300 Lots in the Eastern AdditionHighlands.
$100, $150, $200 per Lot, $10 Down $1 per week
AWFUL ACCIDENT

Gasoline Engine Exploded in
Teliuride Journal Composing Room;
DEAD

TWO

AND

INJURIED

Telluride, Colo., Oct. 24. One deail,
two dangerously, and many other
more or less badly injured, is the result of an unfortunate plumber's carelessness in adjusting the feed pipe
leading from a gasoline tank to the
burner of a linotype machine being
installed in the Daily Journal, oftlce.
The explosion occurred at about !
a. ni.. The dead and seriously injured

are:

J. A. Stuart, plumber, dead.
Miss Mamie E. Reed, compositor,
may die.
E. D. McKown, compositor, badly
JnjureJ.
The Journal had just lately purchased the linotype of the late defunct Telegraph of Durango, and
which had been set up last Saturday
by Mr. Malley, a machinist-operatowho is to have charge of the machine
and operate it. In te installation of
the machine it was necessary to have
a plumber put in a feed pipe from the
gasoline tank, which had been placed
on the outside of tile rear of the building, to the burner under the. machine,
which was done by Mr. Stuart.
Monday morning Mr. Malley put a
gallon of gasoline In the tank to test
the connection and the working of the
machine. Finding that the fluid was
either leaking or clogged up, be called in Plumber Stuart and explained
to bim the difficulty. It being a chilly
forenoon a stove in the room was
kept red hot. Stuart, unnoticed, walked back and, reaching up, unscrewed
an "elbow" of the pipe, without previously sbiitiing off tr.e flow, and immediately was almost saturated witU
the fluid, it running down profusely
upon the floor. The fumes rapidly
spread In the air and In a twinkling
encountered the red hot stove and
there was a short but intensely hot
explosion, the flames of which, following up the opened feed pipe, in a second explosed the gallon of fluid in the
rtank outside.
The shock of the explosion was so
great as to break -- II of the nearby
windows, burning "copy" in a putt
and destroying "ad" memorandum,
etc.
Stuart, whose clothes were saturated at the firm explosion, resembied a
veritable ball of fire and at the same
time the clothing of Compositors M
Kown and Heed also took fire. They
ran out into the street where passers-brushed on and kmoihered the
flames consuming the victims, who
were immediately taken to the offices
of Doctors Hadley i Hartley. Stuart
was unconscious from the first and
must have suffered terribly but opi
ates were given and all known to
medical science was done for hint
but he died at t:4.'.
Miss Reed was most severely burn
ed all over the body.
fc
all of the hair
I. McKon
burned from his head, and his hands
and face badly burned.
dead plumber,
A. J. Sti'art, the
leaves h vile arrt two daughters to
mourn him. He was a native of hng
hind, whe-- e his other remaining rela
Mves lue, and was abuut 4S years old.
lie was a member of the A. O. V. .
in which order he carried I'iMW in
surance,
lie also belonged to the
.Maccabees, in which he was insured
for $1,0'h. and hail an old line policy
for $2.i. A total insurance of
r,

y

h.-.-

Miss Mamie Read is an estimable
young lady, whose mother lives at
bnray and who is now at her unfortunate daughter's bedside, having arrived late last night. Miss Read has
been some two years with the Journal.
BASE BALL CLUBS
MAKE MUCH MONEY
NATIONAL LEAGUE, AS WELL AS
SUCVERY
AMERICAN,
HAS
CESSFUL SEASON.

"The most sncceaerul season, financially, the AmeriSfin league ever had."
"We
saul President Han Johnson.
thought we were doing pretty well
hjit we played to 4uii,uuu
last
nunc people uiis season than last, every club in the American league making money." Mr. Johnson was speaking
the book, for he is in close
tosch with the business department
of e 'i :. clul', and supervises all accounts.
A rough K it r.s would place the
"rake off" for the eight clubs
Chicago,
of the American league:
,
;
loy.oiMt
Philadelphia, Itio.onu;
$
$4i,tni; Cleveland, It'J.i'U; Wash- ,

!p

,

ltos-tou-

ARE ORGANIZED

Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate,

63,222.60

Capital and Profits,
Circulation,

Banking House and Furniture,
United States Bonds, $ 323,090.09
Cash and Exchange, U 10,015.50

33,500.00

Deposits,

0

--

Total,

$1,191,220.39

and Papers Are Filed With
Territorial Secretary.
THEY ARE

VERY

BIG

CONCERNS

j

-

285,030.28
200,000.00
2,470,928.21

1663,015.50

Total,

$2,955,958.49

Depository of the

0

$2,955,958.49

Railway System

A. T. & S. F.

ccotcoccoccocOeo
SOME ITEMS OF INTEREST
ruo.M

Miss Viola Kremer and Miss Agnes
Stlllhorn announces the opening of a
Barnett block.
studio in rooms
graduate of the
Miss Kremer Is
Michigan Conservatory of Music at
Detroit, Mich., and will teach voice
35-3- 6
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The Beer that is making
Albuquerque
Famous

Visit to Dam,
Congressman
Frank Dickson
of
Springfield, 111., who, with .Mrs. Dickson, Is visiting In Phoenix, went out
to the Tonto dam, accompanied by
Mrs. Dickson, Governor and Mrs.
and Secretary and Mrs. Nichols.

guest. The programs contained eight:
pages and contained the program of
the orchestra and also of the feast.
The names of the orchestra and the
names 01 the kitchen and dining room
force were given also. The dinner
was one of the finest French dinners
given In Arizona. The orchestra disFruit to Fair.
pensed sweet and appetizing music
Luther Green, fair commissioner for several hours. Nothing was lackfrom Graham county, sent to Super- ing to make the dinner a grand
intendent Clark of the territorial fair,
some Graham county fruit.
There
were some fine apples, grown by Mr Locating Claims.
Green, and apples, quince and pears,
A patty of four have gone to the
grown by William Ellsworth.
foot hills of the Mules
mountains,
where they will locate a group of
Indian School Party.
claims In the vicinity of the leair prop
Messrs.'Alfred W. Skinner and C. F. erties owned by lr. Grator of this fj
Hardy, of the faculty of the Phoenix i n".
iui iv v
i lie
eumiioneu in
United States Indian Industrial, school Messrs.
Chiller, Seeley, Fletcher and
entertained the employes of that insti- Louden. They expect to be gone for
tution with a party in the main build- Beveral days.
ing. Social games aided In passing
the evening pleasantly. Refreshments The Barnes Property.
were served.
The Barnes brothers have returned
to their property near the government
Templars to Mesa.
wash and will resume development
The Good Templars went to Mesa, work on their group. They are makwhere they presented "Ten Nights in ing an excellent showing and promise
a Bar Room," with which they scored to open up one of the biggest gold
such a success in Phoenix recently. groups in the county.
The ledge is
Twenty people were In the cast. The large, and carries sufficiently large to
company will appear In Prescott In pay for the working of the entire
the near future, and a trip to Tefnpe ledge. It is now under bond to Caliis also contemplated.
fornia parties, who are expected out
during the next few weeks to Inspect
Is in the Hospital.
the property.
Jack Mac.Mahan, who was tending
engine at Mayer, was very seriously Developing Last Chance.
Injured tiiree weeks ago by falling
William Meminger, of Gleeson, who
from an oil tank which he was work- has the contract for running a tunnel
ing on. He feel a distance of about on the Last Chance property, owned
ten feet, and badly Injured his heel, by P. B. Warnekros, in that district,!
leg and back. He was taken to Pres- wan in i tin rtfv rerentlv.
He nas
cott and sent to the Mercy hospital.
completed tne iirst iweniy reel or
work on wnicn he naa tne contract.,
Killed the Limit.
and has now taken another contract
Frank Williams, the city assessor to drive the tunnel thirty feet further.
and tax collector, at Prescott, has It Is expected that by that time an
made the best record for the season ore body of considerable size will be
in killing deer. He went out to his opened tip. He la much encouraged
property at Tescombia, and while in over the outlook in that locality, and
that vicinity killed three bucks. He thinks there will be something doing
has the antlers, which he will have
long on a number of proper
mounted. He has killed a great many ties. 'Prospector.
deer in his day and Is considered as
good a hunter for large game as there Interesting Experiments.
Is In the county. Prescott Herald.
The classes at the United States Indian school at Phoenix have jusi comMeeting of the Elks.
pleted a very Instructive and Interest
There was a meeting of the Elks' ing test of samples of alfalfa seed toi
theatrical committee held at the
It
lie purchased by that Institution.
The music was successfully made, according to
in Prescott.
sung
played
the
at
that will be
and
the directions of the agricultural exA periment station, and the seeds found
minstrel show was distributed.
general discussion was entered into to be of excellent quality. The stu
regarding the details of the coming dents and teachers enjoyed the op- affair. The Uiys are just now getting portunlty to watch the growth of the";
down to work and will soon be ready seed, counting the foreign seeds and
to give the Prescott public the finest all that railed to sprout, and making
minstrel slr;w ever put on the stage mathematical calculations in percentthere.
age ami similar prohlems.
Kilt-bey- ',

Southwestern Brewery

& Ice Co.

A HOME INDUSTRY.

suc-cis-

Auto. Phone, No. 92.

Cofo. Phone, Black, No. 93.

Santa Fe Central Railway System
SUNSHINE

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all prt
of the World.
(v UeJr
Connections at Torrance. N M., with the El, Paso ft Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island
Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. AtBaaU
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific railway, via Torrance,
.

.'v.

v.N-K-t--

f

N. M.

J"

'
Your business respectfully solicited. "
W. H. ANDREWS.
8. B. ORIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.

Al- -

P.LTN5.'

City Fit. and Pass. AgL
GENERAL OFFICES

0

OIWMSHAW,

Traveling Frt. and Pasa. As.
SANTA FE. N. M.

0
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Large Attendance.
There was a full house at the dedicatory ceremonies at the new CongreThe edigational church, Prescott.
fice was beautifully decorated with
flowers and vines for tho occasion.
The visiting ministers took part In
the ceremonies. The music was fine
and everything passed off smoothly.
The new building is one of the prettiest little churches In the west. It Is
certainly a cieiltt to that city. The
congregation feel very proud of the
fruits of their concerted efforts to
improve their temple of worship.
Quail Slaughtered.
The first day of the open seanon on

quail for t fir- years I'.tn.l 'iti the
of Prescott took lull advantage
of that fact. Kins were seen leaving
there early in the morning and until
as late as noon. A wiod many hunters
wont out on tie- i ti'lj trains to search
among the haunts of the quail for
pot shots at the little game birds.
This is the banner year for (juail o
the past ten or twelve yoars. Some
amateur naturalists declare emphatically thai ihe quail in some sections
hail three broods of little ones ince
spring.
-

niin-rod-

-

s

White Tanks Strike.
S. W. Haines, secretary of the Gila
Gold lode company, arrived at Phoenix from the White Tanks mining district. He reports that miners working
on the Union mine, owned by Fred H.
Volz, Jr., of this city, have encountered some high grade ore on new
workings. He brought samples of the
ore with him, and it is now in the
assayer,
hands of the nell known
John li. A. King. .Mr. vol, is very
much elated over bis new strikes, so
much so that he hardly wanted to
work. Mr. Haines returned to the
White Tanks. Gazette.

Hot Haada
fragrama '
Invltatloaa
Catalogue
Blank Book
Haoalpt Book
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AX D RI DGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

PAINT
Covers more, look best, wears
longest, most economical, full
measure.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

BUILDING PAPER
Always -tock. Plaster, Lime, Cement,
Paint, Olasa, Sash Doors, ete.

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

o
0
0

Some Tombstone Mining Gossip.

The Swisshelms at the present time
ar attracting considerable atlentionjV
from prospectors and mining men
there are quite a number of men at
work in that locality doing assessment work, besides two companies
that are doing development work and
taking out ore. Parties coming in
from there state that an excellent;
showing is being made on the Meade
property under the direction of Foreman t'lark. Several new houses for
the accommodation of the employes
have been erected during the past
week and a new blacksmith shon put
up. Th
miners are at present engaged in sinking a shaft and good indications have already been encountered. The property at one time prosome remarkably
duced
rich ore,
which was hauled in from there and
run through the old Charleston smelter, when it was run by the Toughnut
company.
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ALBUQUERQUE. N,

Foundry and

M.

Machine Works

R. a. MALL, Rroprlator
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars- - Shaftings
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front tor
Buildings.
Rapalra on Mining and Mill Maehlnary a paelalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. mL
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First Street and Tljeraa

TRIMMING
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Harness, 8prlng Wagons Built to
Q
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Lmttmr Head
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and piano. Miss Stlllhorn is a recent
arrival from New York and will take
a limited number of pupils in drawing
Expected.
and water colors. Studio hours from Disciplinarian
Major John (irinsteail. disciplinarb:30 to 12,
to 4:30.
ian of the United Stai.j Imltat: bcho';
who has been in the rn'. ha arrived
Plans to Get Rich
la applied externally. I moat harmleis la
are often frustrated by sudden break- borne. He comes to Phoenix from oi l
its consistency, mosftiappy in it remits,
ed ty his
downs, due to dyspepsia or constipa- Missouri, and is arco-'iiia- i
and is of such uent tiiat no case of labor
tion. Brace up and take Dr. King's mother. Major (Jrinstea I is in of the
should bucond jaed without its use. It it
New Life Pills. They take out the optimistic believers in 'he Salt ltivsir
S linimeut for mmage of the abdominal
SMiscles during pregnancy,, and by its us
materials that are clogging your en- valley, the home of his adoption, ai.rt
trwir tout 4tv ni power V contraction it
ergies, and give you a new start. Cure he spends much of his tm. when out
enabling them to sua
greatly euhanc-!$5 TO S10 8AVED ON EVERY
headache and dizziness, too. At all of the territory blowing the ram's
talu the (re it strain brought to r on
TICKET.
drug gtors; 25c, guaranteed. .
horn ef praise for the va ley. His
them at t lis time. It Is Mother's Friend.
p
duty in the school is to distipiine 'he
SEND FOR YOUR FOLKS NOW.
1 he naMie s ould be enough to recoos
Opened
mend it to all ho expect to be mothers.
PAULSEN, THE RAILROAD TICKET
Indian youths.
NEW ROOMING AND
aVad fur frr booh containing informedee)
BROKER, WILL GET THEM HEREi
BOARDING HOUSE. The Winsor Opening.
of pncci. viibr lu all cap.unt ntutl.f.
RAILROAD
WEST
CHEAP. 114
Nice,
patronage
gave
solicited.
at
Your
HFOULATOK
Prescott
CO.
The Winsor Cafe
BRADflkin
AVENUE.
,
a
Atlanta,
Oa.
large
rooms.
a
big dinner and fed
clean
number
t
VIRGINIA MAESTAS,
SARATOGA
CHIPS FRE6H
of people, the slay it opened. Sou228
giveu
623 South First street venir
were
each
DAY AT MALOVS.
programs

Mother's Friend

-

-

0

To Do Business in Territory

The following articles of incorporation have been filed In the office 'of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
Jacob Bennett Chapter, Daughter of
the American Revolution.
The incorK)rators are Nettle
A.
Ashenfelter, Etta A. Wilson, Lulu T.
Fitzpatrick and others. The objects
of this association are to inculcate a
spirit of benevolence, to promote and
support charity in the broader as well
as in the more limited meaning of
the word; to cultivate a spirit of
NO CONSOLIDATION OF
patriotism and to encourage the study
of literature, especially the historic
METHODIST CHURCHES literature of the United States of
America. The term of existence of
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH said corporation is fifty years. The
principal place of business is Silver
REMAINS AT ALAMOGORDO AS City,
N. M.
ALWAYS.
The Socorro Mercantile Company.
Regarding the report In the El Paso1 The incorporators are Abran Abey
Herald from Alamogordo a few days ta, Sylvester C. Abeyta and Emilia S
ago tnat the two Methodist churches Abeyta, all of Socorro. The objects,
in that city had united as the "Meth- - for which this company was formed"
odist Episcopal Church, south," with are to engage in a general mercantile
Rev. Wright as pastor, Rev. A. P. business; to engage In a general real
Morrison, superintendent of missions estate business; to do a general bond-fo- r
the' New Mexico district of "the ting business and to do a general live
Methodist Episcopal church," says:
stock business. The capital stock 1?
The report is a mistake. The two $75,000, divided into 750 shares of
churcnes still exist, and Rev. Wright 10 each, ihe term of existence Is
is only the pastor of the Methodist twenty years, and the principal place
Episcopal church, south, and is not of business Is Durango, Colo, Thei
the pastor of the two congregations.
number of directors Bhall be three,'
"For some time the- - Methodist Epis- and those who will manage the 'busicopal church has been without a pas- ness of the company for he first
tor, the newly assigned pastor not yet 3 months are the incorporators. The
having arrived since the last confer- term of existence is fifty years and
ence, to take up his duties, and the the principal place of business is at
former pastor having gone elsewhere, Socorro, with Abran Abeyta named
It may be that some of our members, as agent.
have
serviecs at Rev.
attended
Golding Land and Improvement
Wright's church of late, but they did The
Company.
body,
congregation
not do so as a
or
The Incorporators
are Heber C.
If so."
Golding, John C. Golding and Thomas.
to
Asked which church first went
Gelding, all of La
county, ColAlamogordo, Dr. Morrison said: "The orado. The objectsPlata
for which the
Methodist Epicopal church was the company was formed are to do a genfirst Methodist church there, Rpv. era! i'cal estate business; to do a genWright's church came- last. The Meth- eral bonding business, to do a general
odist Episcopal church has a parson- live stock business. The capital stock
age and a church edifice paid for and is $75,000, divided into 750 shares at
money in the treasury. It is in good1 $li each. The term of existence is
condition.
twenty years, and the principal place
The
of business is Durango, Colo.
For All Kinds of Piles.
shall be three,
To draw the fire out of a burn, heal a number of directors manage
will
the busicut without leaving a scar, or to cure and those who
boils, sores, tetter, eczema and all ness of the company for the first year
skin and scalp diseases, use DeWitt's are the incorporators.
The Continental Tie and Lumber
Witch Hazel Salve. A specific for
Company.
blind, bleeding, Itching and protruding
piles. Stops the pain instantly and
The ncorporators are T. A. Schom-burg- ,
cures permanently. Get the genuine.
1. C. lieaman, Albert A. Miller,
Sold by all druggists.
W. 11. Delleker, all of Denver, Colo.
'1 be objects
for which this company
of
was formed aru the manufacture
and put chase and Kale of all kiinl
of timber and lumber; the election
mills, treating plants ami other establishments necessary to carry on such
8
husiiieis: the aeiiuisit ion of lands:
of
the construction and operation
railro.frls, tramways and wagon roads,
tor the transportation of material and
inodiitt! incidental to such busiucns;
to il l a general bonding business. '1 lie
itpital stock is lliiiu.iioo, uivided into
J.r.oii shares at $100 each. The number of direct;. rs shall be four and
those who will manage the business
of the company for the first year are
the incorporators. The term of existence Is fifty years and Hie principal
"
place of business is at Raton, Colfax
Prompt, kZaayX
Mexico,
county. New
wiih C. N.
flacovory.
illackwell named as agent.
tfW ii
The treatot thim in the erorld
A Mutlmi a Love; the love h
ANNOINCIMENT!
love her
;
the
lavishes on her childrm
child ihould have for her; without tbit
lore the cjuU not endure the agonies Incident to Uu.,1 irtu ; appreciative ol this
to lee-te-e
Ut, Mother's Friend was dtvised
the pain end anguish of childbirth,
that her love might not be strained to the
breeking point. Mother's Friend doee all
tola and more it enables the fond mother
to speedily rec inerate from the la bora el
maternity, enj lies her te retain her loet
Strength, preserves her youthlul hnea of
beauty, and m ikes pregnancy her crosv
log joy without auy thorn to mar it.

LIABILITIES

MORE COMPANIES

0

IN PRINTING OFFICE
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ington. $3,000; St. Louis, $25,000;
Netf York, $20,000; and Detroit,, $15,-00a total of $330,000.
A rough guess at the winnings of
the National league would be: New
Pittsburg. $00,000;
York, $125,000;
Chicago, $60,000; Cincinnati, $30,000;
Philadelphia. $25,000; St. I.ouis, $20,-00Boston,- - even; Brooklyn, loser
$10.000 total winner, $300,ooo.
BoBton and Brooklyn were practic
ally frosis in the way of attendance,
while both received big money out of
their own games in New York, the
latter city, Pittsburg and Chicago
proving the life savers for the old or
ganization.
But for the hard luck in the way of
rainy weather the Boston Americans
would have been one of the big win
ners, roiwlthstandlng the team had a
bad slump, reducing the attendance
at the home grounds on the last stand
as well as on the road.
Mony was literally thrown away on
an amy of young players who never
had a chance to make good in fast
company, clever managers like Mack,
of Philadelphia,
and Comiskey, of
Chicago, nvoiding this mistake.

THRU.
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REPORT OF THE CONDITION

Dependent upon mother.
Dependent upon father.

AGE 20 YEARS

CITIZEN.
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AGE
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OAR AND CLUB ROOMS

0

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported
aad Domestic Wine and Cognac. The coolest and highest grada of
lager served. Finest and best I Imported and Domeetlo Olgas.

0
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
By

CITIZEN

THE OLD ARThT KNEW HE

The Citizen Publishing Company

WAS

CITY OWNERSHIP
very
Morning

anxious that the people

Journal Is

of Albuquerque shall thoroughly understand the question
or municipal ownership of water supplies, anil to this
nd It never publishes anything on the question which
does not favor private or corporate ownership.
Its latest In this lino is a quotation Irom the
Olobe, which divides all people into two classes
This division does
the. PlRtonlnts and the Aristotelians.
very well In philosophy, the only matter which claimed
the attention of either I'iato, the teacher, or Aristotle,
his pupil, and, their systems of philosophy are known to
The
this clay as intuitionalism and experimentalism.
methods of the former have, in recent times, been regarded as those of religion, while those of the lalter
have been claimed as the especial implement of exact science; but what either has to do with municipal ownership of waterworks is a poser, since the water supply In
the days of both, Master and pupil, in that long time beconsisted of the water carrier and
fore Christ,
New-Yor-

PLAINLY

GOING

He's goln' hack that felier Is he never told nle where,
He Jus' says, "Kid, I'm goin' back; them editors don't
care
Tor pictures like I'm niakln now; they say I'm out o'
date,
An' won't buy iiothln' that I draw, because It's second
rate.
I don't know what's the matter, kid,
used to draw all
right,
An' everything that I got up would sell ilself at sight;
I had a reputation
as a reg'lnr ciacka-tack- ,
But times has changed a lot since then an' now I'm go-Iback."
1

"Polly IVmiphc." in the play of
that name, which is to be presented
at Klks' ," i t House, on Saturday,
Oct. 2Mb, in. I'T the direction of D, L.
Williamson, '"vs with Carlysle, the
guest of her urhei's house, upen her
return from college, as a kitten with
a mouse; ni: I. - 'he kitten does the
mouse, kee;s him in a state or bewilderment as to what is going to happen to him in the end. The kitten may
have some pretty
be presumi
i'
clear not inns on that particular point
wiili the mouse; but
In tier r
:i

,

care

j

nr

i$

-- i
1
the pencil sketch, the souls, some how, ain't
there.
I can't Imagine how It is
I used to have the knack
his jar.
iv
VI If '"'-'Of mokin' 'em Jus' seem to breathe, but now I'm goln'
looking
oi
a
Morning
is
Journal
for
If the
division
Lack."
people on the question of a town's owning Its own water mipply, The Citizen would kindly call Its attention to He kind o' chokes when he says that, an' looks so sick
one which Is modern, practical, and bears directly on
an' sad
the subject. The Denver News said, the oiher morning: I told him that I'd bet ten bucks his pictures wasn't bad;
"Much of the opposition to municipal ownership in
He smiled up then, an' showed me some t hat he had
this country, outside of the public service corporations
drawed that day
,
hangers-ondependents
sympathizers,
and
and their
A squirrel a peekin' at some kids along the walk an'
by
arises from a class of citizens who are conservative
say,
nature and as such always opposed to anything which in 'Twas better than a photograph, but he Jus' shook his
their Judgment savors of newness. They are quite conhead,
tent to Jog along after the manner of their grandfathers, "I couldn't sell a one of them; they ain't no good," he
parown
heedless that, the great world outside of their
Carol Arden in "Polly Primrose."
said.
ticular community may long since have departed Ironi "I might as well admit it, kid, I'm on the backward
Polly s quite at sea concerning the
the antiquated methods there in vogue."
track
outcome of her frolic with Carlysle.
Perhaps Its booze, perhaps its age, but I'm a goin' back." as that lover is himself. The pretty
t
uncertainty on both sides comes In beI
ev'ry
where,
goin
He's
know
but
littlo cause their little heart affair Is apt
back,
don't
CongressQuite recently the New Mexican spoke of
to collide at any moment with the
while
man Tawney as having seen a great light in his recent
war complications that surround the
trip through New Mexico and tour of Arizona, but the I watch him sittin' on his bench an' see a little smile
household. Colonel Primrose happens
up
they
to
if
come
an'
ask
him
kids
rimnin'
can't
When
New
seems
Been
of
to
editor
the
Mexican
himself
have
to 'be In active sympathy with the
stay
a greater light. The light which Tawney saw changed
rebels, even if his home is "within
to,
pretty
things
goin'
to
An'
see
o'
what
draw
he's
kind
sight of the dome of the national
him from an .investigator, seeking to form an opinion, to
day.
and there are little plottings go- an out and out opponent of statehood for either territory
or for the two combined. That was a "great light," as He sure does love them little tads, an' when he's gone i ing on under the roof that are ex- pwted to help I.ee's advance upon
there'll be
the New Mexican properly designated it. But the one
Washington. Carlysle confesses to a
that Colonel Frost encountered must have been fierce, A mighty lonesome bench beneath that big ole ellum little weakness for the union cause,
tree.
for it changed him from absolute assurance that Joint
and that fills the home with apprecrack-a-Jacstatehood had no show whatever, to a candid confession An' us that's seen him draw we know that he's a
hensions that he might 1e tempted
in a burst of patriotism to run off to
that: "The situation, however, is very much mixed and
goin
back.
a
mighty
we
'cause
he's
An'
are
blue
feelin'
the union camp and make known all
people can draw their own conclusions. Speaker Cannon
he has seen.
still insists on the passage of the joint statehood bill and
So Polly's ingenuity is taxed to the
it is said that President Roosevelt is friendly to this plan.
utmost to Kee; tile romance outside
There seems to be ?o Much' of diversity of opinion that
INCREASE OF GOLD PRODUCT
the war lines, ami in spite of all her
nothing more definite can tie said at this time and until
tiness, the entertainment comes. A
after the meeting of congress in December."
MEANS GREATER PROSPERITY
rival for her hand, who U entertained
reAt the house, denounces Carlysle as a
It Is to be regretted that the colonel could not
From
San
Francisco
Journal
lime-lighfederal spy, and Polly is .enough
t
main longer In the
of Washington, when he
aroused hv the accusation to order
might possibly have returned as an advocate for jointCarlysle from the hoiue. tint It all
ure, especially as the new bill to that end will contain
The director of the mint's statement of the world s comes right in the end. carlysle is
a provision for changing the debt of Santa Ke county to output
of gold and silver during the year 1904 shows a freed of the suspicion, his accuser in
the charge of the state, a measure which the colonel has
total value of $347,150,700 of the Tlrst named metal and the sequel, sieila t.ie colours' trusty
often worked for under territorial government.
$97,726,300 as the commercial value of the white metal secession horse to carry the news of
plotting.? to Grant, and Polly surproduced . Compared with the production of 1903 these the
renders to her union lover. Through
figures show an increase of approximately $22,000,000 In It all one would never suspect Miss
The Springfield Republican, one of the ablest papers the output of gold alone. The United States increased Arden's ,suhtle interpretation of the
published in the far east, its home being at Springfield, its output about $7,000,000, while South Africa turned part, that Polly ever had a serious
She laughs her way into
Mass., and generally cne of the most sensible and con- out about $18,000,000 more than it did the preceding year. thought.
servative, recently wanted to know what Is to be said of From what is now known of the' gold production of the all the complications, and then as
out. of the-again. She Is gay
the fitness for statehood of the southwestern territory present year.it 1b reasonably assumed that it will exceed easily
without being frivolous; teases withwhich .went to Pennsylvania and chose one of the Quay the output of 1904 at least $2S,R)0,0t. 'A large propor-iot- out
tormenting; light
bright and
of this excels Is coming from the Transvaal mines, altogether so captivatinganda
gang of politicians for Its delegate to congress.
little rogue
To this The Evening Gazette, published at Haver- where the monthly yield of gold has already reached that everyone Is delighted to see her
hill, Mass., makes reply by asking: "What Is to he said the average of an annual production of $100,000,000. It happy at the fall of the curtain.
of the northern tate which continues to send members has been assumed by skilled statisticians that the maxiof that gang to the senate and lower house of congress? mum limit of the gold mines of South Africa is approxi- COL. CEO. FRENCH TO VISIT
Why have one standard of fitness for the old state and mately $125,000,000. Before that figure can be reached,
ALBUQUERQUE' ARMY CORPS
however, a much larger number of laborers than are
another for the new territorial applicant."
The questions of the Gazette are certainly a most ex- now employed by these properties must be obtained, and
The local Salvation Army corps is
cellent "tit for a tat," and The Citizen thanks this rar the labor supply there seems at present to be shrinking,
in anticipation of a visit
"down east" Journal for taking up the territory's cause. as the number of Kifflrs working in the Rand mines is enthusiastic
from Col. Geo. French, the superior
importation
rapid
the
more
ratio
than
diminishing
a
at
But probably both of the Massachusetts papers were not
officer of the Salvation Army in the
familiar with the fact that Senator Andrews had for sev- of Chinese coolies.
Pacific coast states and territories,
Kor the past ten years the world's gold production who Is now on a tour of inspection
eral years been actively engaged In the development of
central New Mexico, having been instrumental in direct- has .been unparalleled in the history of mining. It is es- of all army corps within his Jurisdicing to the territory large Investments of capital, and timated by the London Bankers' Magazine that approxi- tion, and will probably arrive here
500,000,000 has been added during that period on Friday, in time to conduct eventhat therefore many thought his large financial interests mately
ing services at the local barracks.
345.000,-00in New Mexico, and his acknowledged Influence In he to the world's gold supply. Of this sum, about
eas peculiarly qualified for the position of delegate.
has been added to the world's coinage and probably
,150,000,000 has been used in the industrial arts. The
enormous volume of new gold which has been coined
accounts, undoubtedly, for the world's Increased indusStatehood in all of Its phases joint statehood, sin- trial and commercial activity. A large proportion of this
gle statehood and no statehood at all will be publicly increase has been obtained from the
deposdiscussed in the principal cities of Arizona by two of the its within the Jurisdiction of the United States and It
best posted politicians in the territory Hon. J. Frank has all found employment In the development of AmeriWilson, former delegate to congress from Arizona, and can Industries. As there are no signs of exhaustion in
Col. Allen T. Bird, editor of the Oasis of Nogalea.
any quarter In the sources of gold production, but, to the
Colonel Bird, through the columns of the Oasis, and contrary, strong indications of a future Increase owing
by a personal letter mailed to Mr. WiJson, challenged the to the introduction of mure economical methods of minsi?-tv:
latter gentleman to meet him in public and debate the ing and reduction, the presumption Is fair that the indus'i !.,i,"' ,:
question of statehood, the
political issue trial prosperity to which the extraordinary gold producnow interesting the people of Arizona and New Mex- tion of the past decade has given birth will be continued
- - V"
i ,
,
ico.
Indefinitely, for gold Is of no value unless emhereafter
Colonel Wilson Is an avowed opponent of the propoployed, and the field of its employment in the useful arts
sition of admitting Arizona and New Mexico to the Union will surely expand correspondingly with the volume of
as one state, while Colonel Bird is the champion of joint the yield of the metal in response to the natural law of
statehood for the two territories.
Colonel Wilson, in a necessity.
letter, has accepted the challenge, and a committee la to
.
mi,
arrange the details
.''
t
The cities named by Mr. Bird in his chadenge to Mr.
it
Wilson, as places where he would like to discuss the
SELECTIONS MADE FROM
question in public with the
to congre-is- ,
are
It
:..-.- (
f
Prescott, Phoenix, Tucson, Tombstone, ll sliee, Oouglas
PRESS OF SOUTHWtST
and Nogales and such other places as the urni leman reCol. George French.
ceiving the cha'lenge might wish to snuge-i- .
X
The time
twenty-thre- e
yars of active
After
named Is the latter part of November or early in liec, ne
service, both in rank and file, Col.
ber. Tombstone Prospector.
Times Have Changed.
French is today one of the most aide
advocates of the cause of Christianity,
When General Sherman was sent to inspect th. c.uiin-tras it is wielded by the Salvation
Li,.
uer by Mexico, and which included Tcxa. Army,
7
on the American pulpit. His
repotthe
California,
New
Mexico,
Arizona.
soutlnrti
and
N.jciiiIh
as
i
on
will
follows
be held
Klections
wide cxpt rience in the field he has
Inbe
Willi
would
Mexico
ed
war
.
another
'thai
t'lou'hl
Maryland legislature ami minor stab liner-'
twenty-threill laboring these
Lcc.-ar- y
to make them lalie the blanked country hack. years
Massachusetts (lovuruor and blatt olhcers aud
serves him well in his lectin es,
iiie - l.ave cbHiigeij since then, and Texas lias taken
and his meetings here may be looked
le r puce as one of tlie richest states in natural reto with pleasure.
New Jersey Legislature and minor state officers.
sources lu the I'nion, while New Mexico and Arizona are
Col. French will be in Hie city but
Ohio Governor and state otttcers and legislature.
Legislature aud minor state officials. ready to enter the sisterhood of states and prove their cue evening.
Pennsylvania
fit
for the dignity ihey have had in light for.
Khode Island Governor, state ticket and legislature.
Any pair of overalls In the store for
Sou1 hern California is one of the show spots of Amerilegislature.
ollictals,
Minor
state
South Carolina
7",c - Saturday
only.
Simon Stern,
l.y reason of its niaguif iccHt climate and luxuriant
ca
Virginia Governor, legislature.
f.ie ltailioail avenue clothier.
vegetation,
anu
if
living
were
today
General
Sherman
Municipal elections in many of the larger cities, not
o
traveled over Ike gteat expanse of territory, which sixty
Soothes Itching skin. Heals cuts or
ably New York City and Philadelphia.
years ago he ridiculed, he would be the last man to a?ree hut lis w ii limit a tear. Cures piles, eczema.
rheum, any Itching. Itoan's
Wondt r if tln present eltoi t, as indicated In Col. to give it back to Mexico. Silver City Kub i prise.
oiutiiit nt
Your druggist "ells it.
MaSi Krostv interview in the New Mexican on the stateBeet Raising Big Money.
hood uuestion, to have tie.
of New Mexico, especialNew Cure for Cancer.
Beet digging commenced at Fori Collins with laborly the debt of Sauta Ke county, pair! has any graft in It
All surface cancers are now known
ing
agents
are
premium.
a
teams
at
men
with
The field
for New York boiidholdi rs ami even others in Nw Mexto be curable, by Bucklen'a Arnica
ico? Will t lie New Mexican aud oilier papers in the ter- of the sugar factory say that the average yield will be Salve. Ja-i- Walters, of Duffield. Va.,
ritory who bold their silence until the New Mexican somewhere near fourteen ton per acre for the instil) acres writes; "i "nad a cancer on my lip
speaks, now support Joint statehood since the colonel's in the Kort Collins district. One of the largest fields for years, that seemed incurable, till
in the slate is on the old Kngilsh ranch, in which 279 Uuskleu s Arnica Salve healed it, and
return fi .111 New York?
acres of heels are growing that will average eighteen now it is perfectly well." Guaranteed
for cuts and burns. 25c at all
tons, which means that the crop on this field will bring cuie
A $15o,0"0 lite insurance president must have a
druggists.
(jf a $10,'ni0 governor of the Bank of Kngland and f IM.300.
Denver News.
a $'!0,lMMi manager of an imperial bank of Germany, esSpend v.tir leisure time at the pool
The Governor Outlook.
pecially if they don't reduce the dividends.
hall at Ni. lis West Hailroad
t e
lv
ill
tin' St.'llltA Ko New Mcvlcun Unit tlie ljiS
According to W. T. Jerome, party Ixisses are the Vegus Otitic want some person tor governor who cannot
PAILROAD TICKETS.
"brutul
dukei of A m.'i'rvi politics " T his is rather e emloiseii .y any purer mat u citiier democratic or
Cut Rate.
President Roosevelt however.
fivnis iniiii si:. I. hood
severe on the grand dukes.
For
rates to and from all
has the making of the appointment, and is Just as likely points, reduced
go to Paulsen's
Association
a as not to appoint a man approved by the people, regard- Kallroad ticket office. Hailroad tickets
A new freak has been found in frenzied tiuance
less of party. Hoswell Hecid.
dummy Lank president.
bought, so.,! and exchanged.
put

In on

427-322-
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The Clothier and Furnisher.

The Happy Housewife

THE CELEBRATED

Who takea pride In her bread and
cake making knows .the pleasure and
satisfaction to be bad by the lue of
Empress mills flour. She know her
bread will be the whitest, weetet,
most nutritious and healthful, and ber
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, dellcat
and light.

O. F. O.
WHISKEY
Bottled In Bond.

M. BERGER

TheGeo.T. StaggCo.

114
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West Copper Avenue.

' E M P R E S S."

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KT.

KEFP YOUR HORSE COMFORT11'1

MELINI

& EAKIN

Cold Weather Means

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque,

N. M.

Horse Blankets and Lap

Automatic Phone, 199.

we nave tnem

Fj

,

an

kinds in
prices. , SPECIAL
LOW
PRICEt.
NOW, as we bought a large quantity
direct from the factory,

OOCXDOOOOCOOOOCXXXXXXOCXOO

O. DINSDALE

HIGHLAND LIVER
STABLE

in

!

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner of First Street and Copper
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

Boarding Horses a Specialty

CKXXXXXKXXXXXXXOCOOOOCOO
OOOOCOCOCXDCXXXXXXXXXXXX)
O. F. PLATT,

It

HOUSE

The real cleaner and dyer.
and gentlemen's
fine
clothes a specialty. ' Portieres,
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
266-2- .
Automatic 'phone. 675.
La-di-

xxxxxxxxxxoooooooociooooo

Easy Payments

Installment Plan

The Albuquerque Hatters
and Steam Cleaners

FURNITURE,

Hats cleaned and blocked In any style.
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
Corner of Thiid street and Gold avenue, in the car.
t

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFIT8,

IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
ART SQUARES,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADA1LE & CO.

0. W. Strong's Sons

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

STRONG BLOCK.

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents

Falrvlew

Time, Labor
and Money

and

Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
MONUMENTS.

gold-bearin-

i

ii

M MANDELL

0

'.Vj-ii'- 5-'

y

$7.50 to $20.00
$9.50 io $20,00

n

STATEHOOD DISCUSSED

.a

AGENT FOR DR. JAEGER'S SANITARY UNDERWEAR.

,

.

rr
r

The young man that Eas never
been here for clothes will do well
to come.

QUESTION

11

1905,

Just Right

cap-Itol-

ELECTIONS NOV.

26,

The young pjan wants all the late
stylo kinks, and gets them all when
ho comes here. The longer coat,
wider collar and lapels, and the
loose trousers are some of the
features the young gentleman will
want In evidence in his fall suit.

COL. FROST'S VIEW

EASTERN

'

sUK

young men come here for
clothes. Many of them could not
be Induced to go elsewhere. I take
gnat pains In having my young
men's clothes

Young Men'a
Double
Young Men's
Single

"I love 'em all," ho says to me; "I love 'em jus' the same
As when I was a winner in the curious picture game.
But I can't draw 'cm like I could, no matter how much
I

'"THURSDAY, OCT.

li

Most

a-

We got .acquainted, him an' I, one Sunday in the park,
I waicht him sketchin' youngsters there until it got too

dark;

r

Young Men's
Suits

ATTRACTIVE
AN INTERESTING,
PLAY AT ELKS' OPERA HOUSE
SATURDAY NIGHT.

BACK

By James J. Montague

X
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W, T. McCREIQHT
W. 8. 8TRICKLER
Business Manager
President
The

KY2NING

ALitUQUKKOUK

IAGC FOUR.

N. Second St., Both Phones.

201-21-

M.

I

DRAG0IE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
ail kinds of Fresh Meat
300 North Broadway, Corner of Washington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.

J

AMBULANCE

-

For

Moving

Prompt

Th saving of time means comfort.
The saving of labor means
Ths
saving of money moans economy. All
these savings csn best bo attain! by
Installing a

the Sick or Injured.

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and oonta they cost no more. In quality they aro
superior. In durability they last longer. One-thir-d
better than
any other. You aro most cordially Invited to examine our new
line.

Prices

.O. W. STRONG'S SONS
Automatic,

Plain Figures $3Q and Up

Old stove

Serlve Day or NlgTit

Colo. Phone. 75.

In

THE McBRAIN

taken at a
FURNITURE

fair valuation.
CO., 205 Gold Ave.

147

GO TO THE

New Planing Mill
South of Viaduct, on First Street.

O. A. MATSON & CO.

special Machinery

Fine Stationet y

FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
G. E.

GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.

JEMEZ HOT

Carries

SPRINGS

the United

STAGE LINE

202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

States mall;

only Hue with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;

rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Weduesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
U. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.
Special sale of fine Bath Robe
Blankets, Just the thing for your winter Bath Kobe. Choice, 12 each. See
display at the Golden Rule
window
Dry Goods company.
See the window display of the Rio
Grande Woolen Mills at the Glolie
store, then ask for thoe $3.50 walking sklrU.
Ion't wait for au explosion cook
with gas the humane way.
"Mother was lucky" -- papa thought a
gas range.
Citizen want ads get the business.
Try one.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Third and Marquette

Both Phones

The St. Elmo
1

Finest

wuskiis

WInsSgBrsndlss.Ets.

JOSEPH BARN KIT, Projv.
J 20 West Railroad

Arcn-x-

c

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

I

THURSDAY, OCT. .28,..

ALBDQUEHQUE EVKNING CITIZEN.

1905.

York mlixm, were sentenced to ton i
nays in Jail.
Jacob (larcla and E. .1. Chentelonpe,
two plain drunks, were each sentenced to pay a fine of $5 or spend
five days n Jail.
METAl
WOOL
1T0CK - MONEY
Francisco Chaves, an Indian, was
arrested last nlRht while on the war
path In tne red lipht district. Chaves
la accused of running
amuck and
kicking in a few doors In that dis- Closing quotations Received by Levy
trict. He pleaded not guilty and his
Bios., Correspondents for Ixgan
hearing was continued, until tomor& Bran.
Barnett Building.
row.
Harry Storm, arrested for peddling Amalgamated Copper
Ml
IH-iwithout a license, was sentenced to American Sugar
Ati bison, common
five days In Jail.
ss'4
Atchison, pfd
104
Onio
mu,
REPLENISHING NEW MEXICO Baltimore
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
;;",
Pacific
170',
STREAMS Willi FISH Canadian
Colorado Fuel & Iron
45
Colorado Southern, common.... 27 "m
Chicago,
EFFORTS OF
ANDELEGATE
c.reat Western, c
tlJ
c. & o
DREWS TO STOCK
r.
TERRITOR.
PROV-INCIAL STREAMS WITH FISH
F.rle, common
4't,

RIGHT KIND OF APPEAL TO

THE MARKETS

THOSE CHARITABLY INCLINED
A

Meeting to be Held in the Ladies' Parlor of
the Commercial Club Tomorrow Afternoon

at Two O'clock.
EVERY CHARITABLY INCLINED CITIZEN OF ALBUQUERQUE IS
URGED TO ATTtND THE MEETING WHICH WILL BE HELD BY THE
SISTERS OF ST. JOSEPH'S SANITARIUM, TOMORROW
AFTERNOON,
AT 2 O'CLOCK, IN THE LADILS' PARLOR OF
THE COMMERCIAL
CLUB.
THE OBJECT OF THIS MEETING IS TO INTEREST THOSE ATTENDING AND CALL FORTH OPINIONS AS TO WAYS AND MCANS
OF TAKING CARE OF THE STREAM OF INVALIDS DAILY POURING
INTO OUR CITY, ESPECIALLY THAT MAJOR INDIGENT CLASS. THE
MEM3ERS OF WHICH, ON THE CRIMINAL ADVICE OF THEIR EAST
ERN PHYSICIANS. LEAVE THEIR HOMES AND CARE OF RELATIVES
A
AND FRIENDS WHEN IN A CONDIT'ON
BEYOND
REASONABLE
HOPE OF RECOVERY, ARRIVING HE. Z. STRANGERS. INCAPABLE
SUPPORTING
OF
THEMSELVES, PHYS.CALLY
OR
FINANCIALLY.
THIS IS TH Z CLASS OF AFFLICTED WHICH NATURALLY TURNS TO
SISTERS'
THE
HOSPITAL FOR AID. THEY CANNOT BE TURNED
AWAY. AND THE POINT HAS BEEN REACHED WHERE THE
OF THE HOSPITAL AR; ALREADY
TAXED
TO THEIR
UTMOST. NECESSITATING THIS APPEAL TO PUBLIC CHARITY. THE
ALBUQUERIS
S
AN
OF
ST. JOSEPH
HOSPITAL
INSITUTION
WHICH
QUE SHOULD FEEL PROUD; AN INTITUTION
BECOMING
FAMED
FOR ITS CHARITABLE WORK AND THE MANY CURES EFFECTED
CARE
THROUGH THE PATIENT DEVOTER
OF THE GOOD SISTERS.
NO MORE WORTHY CAUSE CAN BE CONCEIVED
THAN THE MAINOF
OF
THE AFFLICTED. AND NO APPEAL
TENANCE
THIS REFUGE
IS MORE WORTHY THE AID AND HEARTY COOPERATION OF THE
IT IS TO BE HOPED THAT THE
CITIZENS OF ALBUQUERQUE.
MEETING WILL BE LARGELY ATTENDED AND THAT NO MAN OR
WOMAN WHO CAN IN ANY WAY CONTRIBUTE TOWARD THE OBJECT OF THIS MEETING WILL FAIL TO RESPOND TO THIS APPEAL.

W-

ENTIRE

THIRTY-THIRD- S

From an article published in the
New Mexican it is learned that the
Supreme Council of the Scottish Rite
of Free Masonry met in Washington,
.
D. C, October
Colonel Frost
representing tne jurisdiction of New
Mexico.
Thirty stales were represented as well as three territories of
New Mexico, Arizona and Hawaii.
This rite was established in the
United States in 1801, the Ancient
regulations dating from 1728.
At
present there are loll Scottish Rite
Mexico,
Free Masons in New
while
the reports to the' Supreme Council
years,
showed that during the two
ended June 30, 1905, more than t6,00
degree
Masons took the thirty-seconIn the southern Jurisdiction. The fees
tor the right are very high.
One hundred, candidates were elected, from various states to receive the
thirty-thir"degree,' the- highest and
last In the Scottish Rite. Forty of
these, were present, and. renelved the
degree from the Supreme Council. At
this function, for the first time New
Mexico was represented.
Col. Max
Frost, of Santa Fe. and C. T. Brown,
of Socorro, the only two thirty-thirdegree Masons residents of the ter
ritory, as The Citizen has been in
formed, being representatives.
Doctor Samuel Columbus Clarke, of
Bernalillo, was elected to the honorary degree of Knight Commander of
the Court of Honor.
d

d

HANDSOME CLUB ROOMS
LEASE HOLDING COMPANY HOLDS
ANNUAL
MEETING AND REELECTS OLD DIRECTORS FOR
"ENSUING YEAR.
Albuquerque lodge No. 461, B. P.
O. E., held a regular meeting at the
club rooms last night at which considerable important
was
business
transacted.
It was decided at last
night's meeting to take immediate
steps toward fitting up handsome club
rooms for the lodge. The action
taken will be carrying out the real
purpose for which the big Elks' building was erected, namely, that of furnishing a home for the local lodge.
The rooms that will be fitted up as
club rooms are situated on the ground
floor In the northeast corner of the
building, and have been used by the
Knights of Columbus for some time
as lodge rooms. One of the rooms will
be fitted up as a billiard and card
room, while the other will be a reading and writing room.. When present
plans are finished the Albuquerque
lodge will have one of the handsomest
club rooms in the middle west.
Old Directors
At the annual meeting of the Elks'
Lease Molding company, which com
pany has
of the real estate,
and other property of the lodge in this!
city, the following members were,
eleott
to serve as directors during
the ensuing vear:
Frank McKee. W. W. Strong. P. V.
M ('anna and W. II. Malm.
The directors have not elided offl- ceis yet. but it is not thought that,
there will be any change, in the present personnel of the board, of which
Fran); Mch'i e is president and P. F.
McCannn. secretary.
Secretary
port.
submitted his annual
which shows the finances of the company to be in good shape.
At last night's meeting .1. It. Rutherford, executive special for the Indiana State Life Insurance company,
with headquarters in this city, was
initiated Into the uiyi-- ries of

$10,000

The largest and ibest shipment of
wool to be received at the Allmquer- que Wool Scouring Mills this season
arrived at the mills yesterday alter- noon.
The wool filled twenty-seven

wagons and amounts to 5U.000 pounds.
has been purchased by O. W. Bond
Bros., egneral merchants of Espanola,
for a sum said to be 10,000 and win
be shipped to that point as soon as it
bctn c.eaned.
The wool clip is from the ranch of
J. J. Salazar, located near Cuba, N.M.,
and is among the largest aud best to
be received at the wool scouring
mills this season.
It plainly shows
the sheep were in healthy condl
as the wool is of extra fine qual- Ity and confirms the statement of--!
made that the native ranchers
are grading up their herds in the territory.
Mr. Salazar conducts a general
Blore ai luu ana ne wm reaa up me
'
V.1
,..
Y.
ZTiv.
&?nnffWKp merchandise wich
w.u uo uaea u reu.euian lUe 8iolK ui
fives
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S7i4c.

Corn December,
Oats December,
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cure. as b s i a lvi.-o- r
for Receiver
'iinii!to:liain. of the defunct Knter-pfisNational bunk of Allegheny,

e

1'ellll.
Mr. I.j on has acted as attorney for
a number of NY
Mexico enterprises
within the past few years.
SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.
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Decorated
per cent discount.
75c Glas Berry 8et
35c Glas Water Pitcher
$1.75 Decorated Lamp
Decorated Lamp
$1 Steam Cereal Cooker
50c Steam Egg Poachers
$12.50 Buggy Harnes

i. i.

And also a full Una
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BAND
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(lischenen, Switzerland, I, l.eins; watcle-- by Fr, ik h scientists because
of an Im pre.-hi- t
e phenomenon.
The bitli. krtatije rncKs t!;at mii
the
Tillage have been shifting fur year an, tin- l..ndsca;c has alt. redround
m much
t
that the Inhabitants are al,,.
remark it. The village itself is naid to
have moved t.ii feet in thr last four years, but at no time us ti e movepalpable.
ment
I

ot

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows
Our prices are the lowest

AlbGrt Fflhfi r

25o
20c
$1.25
$3.25
65c
40c
$10.50

$4-5-

Southwestern

305 Railroad Avenge

Electric & Construction Co.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

Electrical Pumping Plants
Of Every Description.

Agent

FOURTH 8T. AND RAILROAD AVE.
-

I

J

S. T. VANN, O. D.

i

Motor.

v

v

r

V

S',&

VI

tauranL

trical Contractors'

As-

sociation.
216 SOUTH SECOND 8T.
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The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room 18, N. T. Armljo Building.

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for Inferior

ANNUAL TOUR
OF
Tito iHiinty

Store and Residence Wb
Ing a Specialty.
Ail
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the celebrated
"Qyrofans."
See them
ln European Hotel Res-- .
.

:

5) M

SATURDAY,
OCTOBER

for the Crocker-Wheele- r
Dynamos and

We give tickets for the
Piano Contest,
Member National Elec-

Eyesight Specialist.
President of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
First established optician ln New
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Office Room 9, Wblttnjr block. Appointments
made at Vann's drug
store.

The only long distance transmitter
and lecelvers; wall or desk sets; long
time contracts, a you wish; lowest

Comedienne,

rate.

Paul W'iYtai

Scene

l

KK

T11U

BIG PARADE
THE PRICES 35c, 50c, 75c.
Seats on Sale at .Matson's look
more, Monday, O toller So.
NOTE

Is chock full of coal that will gladden
Comedy of the South, your heart and warm your house when
it's coltl. Fill your bins for next winter now, and avoid the rush.
LOOK1
American Block Coal, the best fiallup

Primrose

Select Company of Players.
Original (.'omjilete Production, and
Accessorle-s-

.

EVERYTHING CARRIED COMPLETE.
Management of
D. L. WILLIAMSON.
Prices, 50c, 75c and $1.
S its on
Kale Thursday, October
L'ti, a! Mai sun's book htore.

mined; Certillos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of bard coal.

OX0SKOtK00OXSJ

J

hfcY&w'i

I

WOODI

Factory

Wood, $3 full load.
Green
Mill Wood, 12.25 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD,
Auto. 'Phone, 416.
Colo. 'Phone, 45.

ALL THE GIRLS
OCR AI.M(jNI) ULNZOIN AND WITCH HAZEL CREAM,
KKi'Al'SK IT'S THE
EST PREPARATION MADE FOR KEEPING THE FACE AND HANDS SMOOTH, WHITE AND SOFT SOLD
I.IK

K

1

ONLY HV

HAYGOOD

ALL NEW SPECIALTIES
WATCH

h s

i

Production,

"HAYSEED"

"vjijL!:.i 1j'tr,.Y
"

-

and Winter
sign ln

Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

CAROL ARDEN 00)OSXwv00)00
ELKS' THEATRE
OUR COAL YARD

TlUC (rHKAT
I

.;r the Fail

Carpets, Rtigs, Matting, Linoleum, J

Elks'OperaHouse

or less interest to

V:i!'.r l.votis. farmer lieutenant-.

MoneybacJv

WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER

ATTORNEY FOR CUNNINGHAM

Illl'I'Mnl

sells Schilling1!

Grand Operatic Orchestra.
Car Load of Special Scenery.
Novel Mechanical Effects.

ktlo'

o

99
Stove. .. .$8.75
$4
25o
Haviland China, at 20

!

'

WALTER LYON IS APPOINTED

ti

are ihowini

IN

"

After the clotte of the business
meeting a social session was held and
light refreshments served.

thai

a,

20 PEOPLE

'

at

0

$12 Refrigerator
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil
$8 China Tea 8et
40c China Salad Bowl

DAVE B. LEVIS'

u

hoe, In all size,
91.50 per pair.

.

k i

j

::.Yr

In Navy Blue and Natural Grey;
a very
pretty and nobby house

1

El!-tlo-

Mexico

January,

IVE3. THE FLORIST.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
"No, I can't go to the rummage
have to sew, and Satsale Friday.
urday I base to cook."
"Oh. let the work go. You can buy
Homet'iiing ready to wear at the sale,
n il enough to eat to last you over
Sunday. "I'isn't far, 214 West (iolil
avt tine."

j

Mc-Can-

WEAR

We

Special Prices
On the Following

46c.

Best?

i

'

CHILDREN'S

Felt Juliets, Black
Fur Trimmed; very neat.
Size 6 to 8, for $1 per
pair. Size 8ia to 11, for
$1.15 per pair.

and Black.
Trimmed, In all
izes, at $1.25 per pair.

May,
May, 33ViC.

rum-fath-

,

' ':

Shoes for cold

Red

Fur

-

';;

,,

6C;
30c;

$14.2,5;

$14.24.

deVlce8

con-dlll-

i
'".::'..:':.':...

FOP

In Brown

We

-

'

'

House

Women's
Felt Juliets

-

i,.a ,...

".

:.

THE BABY

FOR

26
54

,

'

y

of

Very neat Felt Juliet;
color, Red, trimmed with
White Fur; lze 1 to 5,
for only 60c per pair.

f.'JV
45-

Iyard October, $7.05 V4;
January, I
used by the "Uncle Josh Spruceby"
company to attract attention is the $6.85V4.
"
January
Rib
,,,,,
October, $7.35,4',
(,al,y parade of thj .
., ,
$6.50.
Th(J band nsef whe of much fc
calibre than the usual traveling' orChicago Live Stock.
ganizations, has its members attired,
Chicago, Oct. 26. Cattle Receipts,
as the title Indicates, in the usual
3,000; market
nominal and a trifle
characteristic dress of the New Eng-- higher.
Reeves, $3.60 5.40; cows and
lnrifl ruatin
Srtma AwaeanA In fhaf
and
heifers, $1.15(ft:4.50; btockers
xot aa
,ii
Doot9 and joans a ear feeders. $2.10ffr4.30; Tfxans, $3.40
tlred in
frosh from "chores."
With "Uncle 4; westerns, $35.25.
15,000;
Sheep Receipts,
market
Josn.. nm8eif i the Ieal,'mbrella
an1 carPet Bftck ln nan(1- they parade steady; sheep, $45.30; lanVbs, $4.75
7.75.
the principal streets and give a
cort of cnolce selections. The parade
New York Money Market.
takes place at noon. At opera house
New York, Oct. 26. Money on call,
Wednesday, November 1.
prime mercantile
3Vi4 ,per cent;
6g6 per cent. Bar silver,
Assessor Oeorge F. Albright and paper,
Cit
clerk Harrv F Le e
t t 62 c.
leave tonight for Engle, N. M.. from
St. Louis Wool.
wnt,,.e tney w, lpave tne rair0iX
Ixiuis, Mo., Oct. 26. Wool marf)r a nunt of Beveral ,lavs. lt lg ketSt.steady
and unchanged.
Fal(, (hat qua
huntlni, ln the vicinity
of KnRle , bettor tnU K,,ason than
Spelter.
for many yPaV8 aml (hat 8wti0n )s
St. Loula, Mo., Oct. 26.- -- Spelter,
becoming the mecca for sportsmen,
strong, $6.10g 6.12.
A horse will be sold at the
mage sale to be given bv the ladles of f How would it do for youj
the Congregational church Friday and
grocer to sell poor stufTor deal
Saturday, at 214 West Gold avenue.

"?'?'

i'

A very fin
assortment
weather wear.

37
104
21 V4
41Vi

Wabash, common
Wabash, pfd
Wisconsin Central, pfd
U. 8. Leather, common
Greene Copper
O. & W

Pork-r-Oc.tol- er,

0ne

- ,vs

'

dia-rg-

It will !.e .f more
the pi op!,' of New

V. S. S., common
S. .S.( pfd

MOVING VILLAGE

--

and Children's
Felt Shoes

'4

.151

IT.

THE ALPINE

' "'

VJomen's

-

stuff as he

'

.10.1
.121
. 24

Norfolk
.
87
Beading, common . . .
.125'j,
Pennsylvania
.1444
Kock Island, common
. 30
Kock Island, pfd
73
Republic Iron & Steel, common i'S
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
fluVj
Southern Pacific
7)7i
St. Paul
180
36
sontnern Hallway
8,Tennessee Coal & Iron
Texas Pacific
34'4
1 33 '
Union Pacific, common

JOSH SPRITEBY

UNCLE

i

'

$3.00 and $3.50

.

M4
.i:.i

...

New York Central

rrn- - 35 centa- -

A

'...-

l

Es-th-

The docket in police court was heav- ier this morning than it has been for
several days, some eight or ten vie-- :
tims facing Judge Chawford for slight
law
n,8
Jeodocio Padilla and Adolfo Pa- two boys, hailing from Santa
Fe, were run in last night for sleeping
in a box car. They were charged
with vagrancy, but upon the the prom-ise that they would go to work, they
were released.
Frank Moore and Daniel Cragin
were picked up in the Santa Fe yards
last night while sleeping in a box car.
Both boys have homes, but of late
they have been making a practice of
staying away for several days at a
time They were given a severe lec- ture by the court.
Jacob Dallas and William Dallas.
and son. who were arrested
last night, while creating a disturb-- ,
ance In the alley back of the New

-

Seasonable Styles

Autumn style of "Queen Quality" Shoes exhibit.
Special
throughout. New design, new heels, new edge effect, have beenfeature
added
and the assortment now present an unusually complete range of style
from which to make a (election. Patent Leather, for dres
and leml'
dress. Gunmetal and Kid for general wear, In Blucher, Button
and
Lace designs, are all represented; perfect In fit, luxuriously comfortable
and economically priced.
,

-

POLICE COURT NEWS

d

ELKS WILL FURNISH

WORTH

CLIP

QUEEN QUALITY SHOES

Women's and Children's
Legglns In Greatest Variety

Condition of Rite in Southern Albuquerque Wool Scouring
Mills Handling Immense
Jurisdiction of United
Salazar Clip.
Stales. .
TWO NEW MEXICO

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

.

ft Nashville

-

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

New Postofflce.
The following postoffice has been
established:
Kansas City Live Stock.
Brownhorn, Roosevelt countv, Miss
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 2t!. Cattle
Allie Montgomery, postmistress.
Receipts, 11,000, Including 700 southerns; market steady to strong; naBIG EVEN IS AT CASINO THEATRE tive steers, $l(fi6; southern steers,
1.7B
cows,
2.25(fi'4.50;
southern
2.75; native cows and heifers, $1.7S(H'
SUNDAY AFTERNOON, AT 2 O'- 4.75; stockers
and feeders, $2.50 (g1
CLOCK, BY THE RITCHIE AM- 4.25; bnlls. $2f?3; calves. $2.4nr4.fiii;
western steers, $2.75f 4.5o; western
USEMENT COMPANY.
cows. 20 3.25.
Sheerj Receipts, 5.000; market was
j
The Ritchie Amusement company. strong;
muttons,
$ 1. 25ft 6; lambs,
a full troop of artists in their respect- $5.757.75; range wethers, 4.E0(fr
lve lines, will hold a royal reception 6; fed ewes, $3.754.S5.
at the Casino theater In old town,
Sunday afternoon, at 2 o'clock,-an- d
Closing' Stock Quotations.
the entertainment will not prevent
New York, Oct. 26. Following is a
anyone from attending the foot ball partial list of closing quotations:
game. "The members," says Prof, Atchison, common
88'4
Ritchie, "will make your blues dis-I- t Atchison, pfd
1H4V4
appear, and will make you shout, cry New York Central
151
and laugh as you never have before, Pennsylvania
144
Therefore bring your wife along and Southern Pacific
7i
ee Mrs. Ritchie, the strongest woin-ba- s Union Pacific, common
1327d
an in the world; Miss Bertha and her Union Pacific, pfd
95
rms- wno 18 a clever contortionist Copper
KSVti
an ,pa,s, c! trough twelve inch rings U. S. S., common
87
' a" kln(1s ,of shapes.
See the coon U. S. S., pfd
104la
""'ers and jokers In their songs
anl dances, and also Albert and
Provision.
.telIa 'n heir KteBt twentieth cen-tloChicago, Oct. 26. Following were Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at price that are fair and
bx'nK evf nt-- '
tur,
closing
prices:
Admission, 25 and 35 cents; child-time- s
Wheat October, S6V&C; December, square, and we are now making

POUNDS OF WOOL

MASONRYlMEETS

A-

-

first

the efforts of Delegate .Mlssoiiii Pacific
'rews the government fish Metropolitan
i'e;,slted trout and other Mexican Central

eries hu.i
fishes in New Mexico streams and
lakes as follows:
200 rainMountain Park. Oct. 4.
bow trout, in Wright's I'ark.
Clayton, N. M Oct. 2.
ZOO catfish
in Cicnequilla Park.
Wagon Mound, Oct. 2.
200 black
bass In Joross Creek.
Tres Piedras, N. M., 25.00(1 black
flatted trout in Valleslto Creek, also
25,1 mo black spotted
trout In Tusas
Creek.
Eli.ahelhtown, Oct. 2.
5O0 rainbow trout In Moreno Creek.
5i o rainbow trout
Heulah. Oct. 2.
in Sapello Creek, Las Vegas, N. M.
Morlarity, Oct. 5.
15o black ba"s
in Estancia Springs.
Tucumcarl, Oct. 2.
100 black bass
in Palomas Pond.

50,000

CLEANING

SCOTTISH RITE

OF MUCH AVAIL.

TtToir'b

PAQC FIVE.

H. BRIQGS

A.

CO.- -

Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Both Phones.

The Cleaner

Will

do

all

your

CARPET,

HOl'Si: and WINDOW

CLEAN-I-

S

and doctor your stove, at
tha rate of 1:5 ceuts pe hour.
Phone Red, 271.
Auto," 530.
North
Seventh
Street 3II
3II
1

a.

First St. and Gobi Ave.

0

Auto phone,

31G.

Pell phone,

115.

Restdeuce

Auto

phoue, No.

0

a

A. BORDERS, rUnerl Director and Emtlmor

A

Q

Black or White Hearse, J5.00.
Commercial Club Building.
CITY UNDERTAKER.

,

ALBUQUEKQUE EVENING

PACE SIX.

"The offer was made by the treas-urer. S. K. Hall. I 1o not care to say
to whom It was made or give any
but If the council wishes to investigate the matter t stand ready to
prove the charge."
To this statement Treasurer Hall
came back with the reply:
"It s a lie. I throw the charge bark
challenge him
In the mayor's face.
to present his proof In public or otherwise."
President H. C. Wood of the company, wired from Chicago.
"There is absolutely no truth In the
statement that the pending franchise
has been offered for sale for $UM),ihmj
We challenge
or any other sum.
proof of any such rwtement."
Mayor Rose sticks to his original
statement and says the offer to sell
was made within a few days.

THURSDAY, OCT. 26, 1905.

1

ACCIDENT ON
NEW RAILROAD

Narrow Gauge Train, Jumps
Track on Trestle Near Silver City Smelter

...BREVITIES
From Josh

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
'
nFTWrrm

Wle,
The return of ('has. MrKeever to
the ring the 'ether night, when he defeated Billy llnike before a Philadelphia athletic elnl). is another evidence
that the old timer who lakes care of
himself may occasslonally shy his
castor Into the ring and ger away
with it. MrKeever first became before the llmeliKiit In 194, when he
defeated Tom Karrell. Jimmle Mitchell. Billy Darrath, and a bunch of
lightweights. M.ick and white, In
rapid fire order. After defeating Hugo
In
19i3,
Kelly at Milwaukee,
practically retired from the
ring.
The restoration of Carter and Star-bucto the Columbia eleven by the
eligibility committee, will help to materially strengthen the team. At the
best, Columbia looks pretty bad as a
contendor for gridiron honors this
season.
Marvin Hart U to be starred In a
"You say the ehee-il- d
melodrama.
Is In Ixmdon?"
"How cold the snow

1

AND FIVE MEN RECEIVED INJURIES

r
All railroads have their share
wrecks, and toe new Plnos Altos narrow gauge is no exception In this respect, says the Silver City Enterprise.
Monday, short, y after noon, as a
train 01 uai cars loaded wnn siaganu
rock was backing down a steep grade
near the smelter, and Just as the train
wag crossing the trestlework over a
deep arroya. a large chunk of rock fell
off the rear end of the last car, which,
of course, as the train was backing
down, was leading the moving cars,
'the rock falling under the wheels and
derailing two cars, both of which Bhot
over the edge of the trestle and hung
there, being he.d up by the locomotive, which remained on the track.
Five men who were riding on the
cars were dumped off to the bottom of
the gulch, all sustaining more or less
verious Injuries as the result of the
fall, and which were further augmented by the mass of rock and slag which
slid out of the cars as they turned up
endwise over The edge of the trestle,
falling uiHin them.
Superintendent Harry Edwards was
among the Injured, sustaining a' serious sprain of the left ankle and having the littie finger of his right hand
fractured.
The others wbo were hurt were:
.lose Montez, Jr., who Is now suffering with a badly fractured right wrist.
Jose Montoya, compound fracture
of the right arm.
Jose Mendor.a, who also had his
right arm broken.
Calarlno Morales, a sprained ankle,
and knee also badly injured.
Ribal Montoya received several
painful wounds on the scalp and face.
Three of the injured men were taken to the Slaters' hospital as soon as
they could be goiten out of the wreckage, two wagons being promptly provided for that purpose.

SPORTING...

MOST ANYTHING

An alarm
clock's all
right ffr an emergency,
but It never broke up no
habits.

IEICOND

m'"

THIRD STREETS

Remember

i

er

J

GOVERNOR AND TAX AGENT
HAVE STORMY INTERVIEW
A rather stormy Interview occurred
between Governor McDonald, of Colorado, and Tax Agent W. 11. Freeman,
of the Santa Fe railway In Denver,
the other day. Mr. Freeman had just
returned from Chicago and was asked to explain the charges made that
he had sworn falsely to the number of
cars owned by the Santa Fe before
the Colorado state board of equalization.
According to Mr. Freeman's statement the charges were partly newspaper fabrications and the actual mis
understanding had arisen over the
fact that another small company capitalized at $5,000 used some of the
Santa Fes cars which had already
been assessed.
The board had made no Inquiry Into the matter and Governor McDonald said it would probably go over until the April meeting, as the sessions
have been concluded till then .

TWO

"Of course," said

President

The GLOBE STORE

k

"you know that while 'figures
don't lie, liars figure.'" Hand this to

the next insurance solicitor who calls.

A Chicago man has gone Insane
over base ball. Fortunately for St.
Louis it has no such sensitive citi-

zens,

Is

Co- -'

o
0

tonignt!"

FROM THE PRIZE RING.

0

TA

UNTIL THURSDA Y NIGHT

HUNDRED THOUSAND
ACRES SEGREGATED.

land, containing
A large tract of
20,0oo acres, in the vicinity of Black-toweRoosevelt county, has been segregated by the application wf the Santa Fe Pacific railway, under the act
of April. 1904, and leased to Thomas
Trammel & Co. This will take considerable of the land that was oppn
to rottlement off the market and
thereby increase the values of that remaining. There still remains some
good government land within easy access of Texico, 'but this will soon be
filed on.

Evening Citizen WantsI

nth

Food for Gossip,

On

Cent Per Word for Each Insertions

Te hears proper chuilffcatloo ads for this celaas mast be la the efllce before 3 o'clock
p. sv Ads shoned receirs the use careful atteatioa that is fives le sds kreefbt te elfke.

Grand Duke Vladimir has become
angry at the czar and has resigned all
his public positions. There's no use
talking. Nick certainly Is a lucky
man.

WANTED
MERCHANT TAILORING
WANTED Hoarders. Private family.
"An Upper Cut.
606 South Hroadway.
J. N. and B. W. Hwlmes attended
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
WANTED Clean rags, inquire at
the party at Plney Fork Friday evenSince Willie Lewis has outgrown
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM
office.
ing.
The
Citizen
Indigestion.
lightweight
by
you
the
division, he has been art caused
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
If
cat
Mrs. John Holmes and daughters, forced to seek laurels in the
mucn,
you
highest
or ir
utut too
art subject to WANTED fhree painters,
My merchant tailoring shop la up
Misses Grace and Helen, and son,
wages. C. A. Hudson.
division. His first open welter- attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
David,
meetweight
missionary
had
of
rapid
Is
breath,
attended
shortness
heart beats, WANTED Experienced help In dress stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avethe
battle
to be with Joe WalFAST TIME FROM COAST
YARD MASTER TEN EYCK GOES
of
ing at John Chandler's Saturday.
cott, before the Michigan A. C, at heartburn or palpitation of the heart.
making.
313Va
Kailroad avenue, nue, where I solicit the patronage
TO SALT LAKE NOW
the public. Ail work guaranteed first-clasindigestion causes tht stomach to
Nathan Holmes called at T. H. Detroit, if the black fellow can be In
MOUNTAIN ROAD
6.
Room
aa have had fifteen years' ex
The Los Angeles, San Pedro & Salt Shield's recently.
duced to go into training. After that expand swell, and puff up against tht
by experienced perience I
Lake road, has decided to reduce the
in the business. Suits made
Miss Grace Holmes called on Jane Lewis will go after Jimmle Gardner, heart.. This crowds the heart and inter- WANTED Situation
ofS.
C,
Address.,
II.
this
clerk.
emThe Santa Fe loses a valuable,
running time of its through passenger and Mabel Adams Thursday. Cadiz out on the coast.
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
feres with its action, and in the course el
fice.
ploye, when Clarence Ten Eyck, for trains between Los Angeles and Salt (O.) Democrat.
repaired. The specific I use will not
John L. Sullivan explains Brltt's time the heart becomes diseased.
WANTED f lain sewing; chlldrens' Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
hours, which
the past couple of years yardmaster at I.ake to twenty-eigh- t
In the following ring classic:
defeat
clothing a specialty. No. 619 West also cleaned and walking skirts made
the local yards, leaves tonight, for Lit- will cut the running time between
"You and Tom came near having a "Nelson slid in the wallop that count
Kailroad avenue.
tle Rock, Ark., where he accepts a Los Angeles to Chicago to sixty-eigh- t
to order. Give me a trial.
serious runaway, didn't you?"
ed
Jimmy
out
it.
of
is
punch
It
the
similar position, paying more money. hours.
The through limited train
"Yes, it was a narrow escape."
O. BAMBINI.
WANTED
Boarders with rooms, cor-ne- r
that
the
does
was
business.
Jeffries
Mr. Ten Eyck s new position Is su which will be put on by the Salt Lake
"Tell me just how It happened."
of Third street and Mountain
a plain fighter: so was Vita. Peter
See the window display of the Rio
routes to
perintendent of terminals of the Iron Union
"The liorse became frightened sud- Maher began to slide down the chute
road. H. O. Eckers.
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
Mountain railway at the Arkansas Chicago, will be known as the Los An- denly and Tom grabbed for the lines as soon as he coupled up with
safe,
A second
hand
WANTED
these
apthen ask for those (3.50 walkcapital, and although the work is very gles Limited," and the same will
weighing from 500 to 700 pounds. store,
here fancy stunts. Fried egg fighters digests what you eat, takes the strain off
ing skirts.
similar to the position he has just re- - pear on every coach of the train.
"Grabbed the lines? Why, wasn't can do their
of the heart, and contributes nourishment.
Inquire at this office.
antics,
but
v;t ;h!
signed, it is one runs
he holding them?"
the fellow with the wallop cops the strength and health to every organ of tht FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
Do You Want StrenothT
railroad ladder. Mr. Ten rc'.:
NEW SLAUGHTERING PLANT
body. Cures Indigestion. DvsDeDsia. Sour
It took at least five minutes to ex- coin.
with modern conveniences for
If yotf want to Increase your strength
not move his family from jMbutiaerqve
Stomach,
Inflammation
mucoua
of
the
AT SANTA FE STOCK YARDS. plain.
Boomer AVeeks, the Spokane fire
you must add to and not take from the
Address A., care Citizen.
miiikiii
l lireaem. laiu r'ncii.iii
man,
put Frank G'otch away, has membranes lining the Stomach and DigesWork has been 'commenced on a
WANTED Ladles to bring their hair physical. In other words, the food
And then, again, there's a possibil- been who
Keith will succeed 'Mr. Ten Eyck in new
Dyspepsia
Tract,
tive
Nervous
Catarrh
and
notified that he must resign his
slaughter house of considerable ity that President McCurdy receives
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. All that you eat must be digested, asslm
the local yards. Mr. Keith has been dimensions at Abajo,
the Santa Fe $150,000 a year for not telling what he Job as fireman or give up the prize of the Stomach.
kinds done to order. 113 Iron ave-nu- e Hated and appropriated by the nerves
working in the local yards for the
ring. The good city councilmen of After satin . in? food would dlitrau me b meklna
yards station south of this city, knows.
blood and tissues before being ex
'
past twelve years in the capacities stock
y heart pelplUUe eji4 I would become very waek.
Spokane were shocked at the notorpolled from the Intestines. Kodol Dy
of the Blanchard Meat
a second-hanGentlemen
WANTED
of check clerk in the freight house, near the plant
I
Finally
of
Kedol
bottle
e
me
and
it
Imroe
tot
care
iety the fire department was receiv aisM relief. After ntlng e few bottle I am
Supply company. The new plant
And he is earning the money.
clothing.
616 South First street, spepsia Cure adds to the physical. It
No.
cared.
car Inspector, switchman, engine fore- &is avrross
ing through Week's connection with
the track from the estabbuilds up
MRS. L0R1NO MCHOLS, Pena Yea, M. T.
south of viaduct. Send address and gives strength to andsystem.
man and yard foreman, and is familiar
it.
lishment of the Blanchard company.
Take a Trip to Europe.
It is
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. strength In the human
with the details of the work.
I
I
wa
aa
had
trouble
in
stomach
and
bad
s
itate
Billy Mellody, former middleweight
pleasant to the taste and palatable
It is being built to supply meats for When your troubles come too thickly.
1,(KM) in sums to
wiUi It I took Kodol Dyppeis WANTED
heart
bad
trouble
To
loan
champion, Is on his way to Spokane, uure lor anew lour noou ana ii curea me.
the only food combination of dl- Take a trip to Europe.
the Albuquerque market.
suit the borrower, without commls-sion- , and
MAYOR ROSE, OF MILWAUKEE,
gestants that will digest the food and
Wash., to meet George Peterson, who
KAUBLB, Nevada,
If you wish to dodge them quickly,
per
8
on
real
Interest,
cent
at
was recently beaten after a desperate
FLAYS RAILROAD COMPANY
the system to appropriate all ot
The ease of J. L. MeClure against
Take a trip to Europe.
estate security. Address, J., Citi enable
fight with Buddy Ryan.
quali
its health and strength-givinMayor Rose of Milwaukee, made a the El Pasb & Southwestern railroad When they're piling up In number.
zen.
dis- Gaining weight till they encumber
ties. Sold by all druggists.
Manager Hanlon's contract with the
sensational charge that those back of was put on trial in the forty-firs- t
MALE HELP WANTED.
The Every nerve and drive off slumber,
It
the- - Milwaukee Southern road, which trict court, El Paso, yesterday.
Brooklyn club has expired, but lias not DUm kMU
rnpr4 U
Full of Tragic Meaning
ertrr or e.i
Take a trip to Europe.
Is trying to get an entrance Into Mi- jury wa selected and several witnessWANTED Men to learn barber trade.
been renewed. The ipoor showing of Um M nek the
I
these lines-- from J. H. Simmons, of
ft"4lwaukee, had offefed to sell the fran- es had testified before noon. MeClure
the team this season causes some
Moler's System College, Los 'An are
Casey, la. Think what might have reFor sale by all druggists.
geles.
chise, providing they got one, for Is suing the defendant road for $15,-00- When the bank you run la busted
aouht whether Hanron will be retain
sulted from bis terrible cough if lie
damages for personal Injuries sus- And you've cleaned the folk that ed for next year.
$100,000, and this offer being turned
FOR RENT
PROPOSALS FOR REPAIRS
bad not
the medicine about
trusted,
down, they reduced the price to $15,-00- tained while he was in the employ of
Tommy Murphy's poor showing ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, MOVING FOR RENT Rooms with board. 316" which he taken
"I had a fearful
writes:
Take a trip to Europe.
This statement was made to the the company as switchman. MeClure
against Terry AIcGovern was a sad BUILDINGS, ETC. Albuquerque, N.
cough, which disturbed my night's
South Third street.
common council In a message. The claims that he was hurt while setting
blow to his friends, who had expected M
1905.
Sealed proposals,
RENT Six room, modern house, rest. I tried everything, but nothing
mayor said:
a brake which was defective.
If you'd miss all condemnation,
that he would at least show some evi endorsed "PROPOSALS FOR Rfc FOR
In, to be let from November 1. would relieve it, until I took Dr
close
All the roars of indignation
dence of a fighter, especially aftet; his PAIRS, ETC.," and addressed to the
King's New Discovery for Consump
Apply
to F. F. Trotter.
For your whirl at speculation,
showing against Dixon.
McGovern undersigned at Albuquerque, N. M.,
tlon. Coughs and Colds, which comTake a trip to Europe.
everything
room,
Nice
RENT
FOR
fought with his old time vigor, and will be received at the Indian school
cured me.' Instantly relieves
new and pleasant. 415 North Seo- - pletely
seemed as good as he ever was. Young until 2 o'clock p. m., Saturday, Noand permanently curea all throat and
If your line is life Insurance,
street.
ond
Corbett will probably be taken on by vember 4, 1905, for furnishing and de
prevents grip and
lung diseases;
And the probe's beyond endurance,
Terry.
livering the materials and labor for FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms: pneumonia. At all druggists; guarTake a trip to Europe.
gentlemen preferred. No. 619 West anteed; 60c and 11.00. Trial bottle
Stanley Roblson, of the St. Louis painting 4,609 yards, varnishing 1.Z51
Railroad avenue.
National League club, haa offered the yards, and kalsomlnlng 4,366 yards of
oooo-ooo-oo-k-'
free.
,
When Investigation's pressing
Han-Ionmanagement or the team to Ned
o
surface, 2,158 square feet of black FOR RENT Two elegant rooms, sult- And some other man's confessing
"Drip, drip, drjp, oil everywhere"
whose contract with the Brook- board, one
able for man and wife. 415 North
power motor, one
To conditions most distressing,
lyn team recently expired.
Second street. Board If preferred. better cook with Bate gaa.
transformer, one
9
Take a trip to Europe.
The Western Jockey olttb is pre- power steam boiler, 1,500 feet of Iron FOR RENT Two very desirable rooms
I
PAY
THE HIGHEST CASH
paring to carry Ita war against the and sewer pipe, 100 barrels cement,
with electric lights, for light house- PRICE
Don't Borrow Trouble.
YOUR
RAILROAD
FOR
L'its-ville- ,
American
Into
Turf
association
relomoving
lumber,
and
keeping. Mrs. H. E. Rutherford, TICKETS. SEE ME BEFORE YOU
20.000 feet
It Is a bad habit to borrow anything,
year
a
will
have
rival
next
and
etc.,
etc.,
buildings,
g
ave
corner of Broadway and Iron
catln three small
but the worst thing you can possibly
SELL OR BUY. PAULSEN'S
(One of the most prominent figures in congress at the approaching borrow, Is trouble. When aick, aore, track there. The Jockey Club Is also as per list and specifications obtaina
nue.
114
TICKET OFFICE,
wage
vigorous
a
reported
preparing
to
must
state
Michigan,
worn-ouble at the school. Bidders
t
whose heavy, weary, and
by the
session will bo Representative C'has. E. Townsend, of
rooms for WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
FOR RENT Furnished
fight
throughout
against
south
the
tle
proposed
engage
In
specifically
proposed railroad legislation, backed by the president, Is again to
their bids the
pains and poisons of dyspepsia, bilious
housekeeping. Large and airy. Cor
chanceB of peace price of each article to be offered un
ness, Bright' disease, and similar In association, and all
See the big special bargains for
the attention of that body.)
ner of Sixth street and Railroad
organizations
seems
two
between
the
so
All
offered
articles
only, at our store. Simon Stern,
der contract.
ternal disorders, don't alt down and to have gone glimmering.
avenue.
rigid
Inspection
will be subject to
the Railroad avenue clothier.
brood over your symptoms, but fly for
Apartments
FOR
RENT
in
Paik
says
Bob
the
he
has
Fit.simmons
any
or
to
reject
The right is reserved
relief to Electric Bitters. Here you be.-- right
View terrace, eight rooms each;
to the heavyweight cham- all bids or any part of any bid, if
will find sure and permanent forget
H.
modern equipment throughout.
pionship
any
America,
since
one
of
in
deemed for the hest Interests of the
fulness of all your troubles, and your Jeffries relinquished
H. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
Mar
If
title.
the
PAINT3, OILS, VARNISHES AND
accom
service. Each bid must be
body will not be bnrdened by a load of
,1
vin Hart Is inclined to dispute that panied by a certified check or draft FOR RENT Nicely furnished flats
l
BRUSHES.
?
debt disease. At all druggists. Price claim,
Kit, says he is willing and upon some United States depository
and rooms for housekeeping. Also
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
Leather.
50c. Guaranteed.
apxious to meet him in a finish fight or solvent national bank, made paya
fiat with piano. Apply Mrs. Robes, Horse
Blankets, Etc. PalE. K. Norris, east end of viaduct, metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
to settle the contention.
NOTICE OF SALE.
ble to the order of the Commissioner
cor. Iron ave. nd John st.
The Kentucky Institute for the nf Tnitinn Affairs fnr nt least 5 npr
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
(First publication October 21. 1905.) Blind has a foot ball team that, makes cent of the amount of the proposal, FOR KENT Two large store rooms, Pelts.
By virtue of a decree of the dis- a most creditable showing, especially
AVENUE.
warehouse and twelve living rooms, 109 WEST RAILROAD
said check to be forfeited to the Unit
trict court of Bernalillo county, New for sightless men. In. a recent game ed States in case any bidder recelv-- j
suitable for hotel purposes, with
Mexico, made and entered on the 2"th with the Crescent
team tne score
large yard In rear and all necesan award shall fail to execute
day of October, 1905, In a certain pro- stood 28 to 0 in favor of the men who ing
sary outhouses. Everything new and
satisfactory contract In aca
promptly
ceeding pending in Bald court wherein could see the ball.
modern. Mrs. Brault, corner of
cordance with this bid; otherwise to
Wllnam L. Trimble is plaintiff, and
Trainer Jim" Robinson of Prince be returned to the bidder. Uias ac-- i
Hroadway and Marquette avenue.
A. A. Tiimble, executor of the last ton. has been ordered south by hi
John W. Abbott, Prop.
companled by cash In lieu of certified FOR RENT Two sunny, beautifully
S. physician.
will and testament of Lawrence
Robinsun suffered a win check or draft will not be considered.!
and
rooms,
eastern
with
furnished
ad stroke la.- -t summer and has been in
Trimble, deceased, and
For further information apply to
southern exposure, in private home.
Only the Bmmt
ministrator of the partnership assets poor health ever
Bath. No. 315 West Lead avenue.
James K. Allen, superintendent.
Only amateurs and members of re
of w. L. Trimble & company, and the
FOR 6ALE
Butter Meats, and Eggs
heirs at law and legatees of Lawrence liable chilis will be permitted to Ikix COMMUNICATION
FROM J. H. O'- S. Trimble, deceased, are defendants, in
Mayor
Chicago,
according
to
RIELLY & CO.
FOR SALE A deer and a doe. In
.
i
.
numbered C842 on the docket of said lunne's latest ukase.
Professional
109 North Second St.
quire at this office.
court, the undersigned will on Wed fighters will be arrested if they at Offer to Refund Money if Hyomei Does
buy
a
will
windmill,
$73
,
FOR
,
SALE
nesday, the 15thday of November, tempt to inter the ring in the windy
Mot Cure Catarrh.
complete. W. W. MeClellan, lo
1905, about the hour of 10 o clock a. burg.
To the editor of The Citizen.
South First street.
ni., on the premises hereinafter deCap"
Anson, the famous ball play
.1. H. O'Rielly have been asked re
ST
scribed, sell at public auction to the er. who was captain, manager and cently if the advertisements prluted
Movin
Shippin'
Drayin'
highest bidder for cash, the following first baseman of the Chicago Nation In your columns regarding Hyomei
described real estate situate, lying als for many years and who umpired were true, where we offer to refund on Furniture, Pianos. Organs, Horses,
FREIGHTS
and being In the city of Albuquerque, the series of the base ball tournament the money if this treatment does not Wagons and other Chattels; also on
County of Bernalilln and Territory of durinv: tlif territorial fair In the tal
you
would
REWe wish
You have us once, you'll
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE
cine catarrh.
im'w Mexico,
of 1WU3, bus come Into the lime-ligh- t
print this letter In as conspic- CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and ar high
Prices right;
call again.
Iots numbered ono (1), two (2), again According to reports from Chi please
payour
in
a place as possible
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
gougln.
three (3), four (4), five (5) and six cago it Is quite likely that Anson wil uous
no
there
ain't
agree
absolutely
One
Time:
and strictly private.
y
Iti). of block nine (9), of the original become manager of the Chicago Na per, saying that we
any purchaser month to one year given. Goods remoney
to
to
refund
the
townsite of Albuquerque, together lional league club of 1900. The old
By the Albuquerque Transfer Men
In your possession. Our rates
with the Improvements thereon, con time ball player is now city clerk of of a Hyomei outfit if it does not cure main
,
CHAS. E. TOWNSEND.
are reasonable. Call and see us beCatarrh.
sisting of a frame stable and other the Windy City.
Age 4H. born Concord, Mbti.
This outfit consists of an inhaler fore borrowtag.
With Ropresentative John J. Eseh structures used by the firm of W. U.
Mure than passing interest has been
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO,
hpQ of Wisconsin, also a member of the Trimble & company In the conduct of arou.-i'of
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
a convenient size to be carried in
Mich.,
Graduated Jackson,
among the football enthus
Steamship tickets to and from all
can
user
o
pocket
vest
that
the
the
Miiool, aud studied law.
Interstate ComniBrce Committee, pre the business of said firm.
game
SALE FEED AND TRANSLIVERY,
in the big
AI')Uuerque
lasts
of
parts
world.
of the
Was register of deeds of Jackson pared the Esch-- ownsend Bill.
The sale will be
FER STABLES
subject to between the University of Kansas breathe Hyomei four or five times
3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
Rooms
mediIt gives the
county, 18M;7.
Is
a
daily.
included
With
Interstate Commerce the approval of the made
this
Horses and Mules bought and exsaid court, and and the 1'niversity of Colorado, which
315 West Railroad Av.
Hyomei.
Debjgate to the national republican Commission power to make the rates upon continuation of the
a
dropper
bottle
of
and
cine
changed.
purat.
is to be played
Denver on Satur
sale, the
PRIVATE OFFICIOS.
charged by railroads.
convention in ItsSS.
chaser will receive a good and 6um day. This will be the biggest football The outfit sells for 11.00 and is a
BEST
IN THE) CITY
TURNOUTS
Open
Evening.
The bill passed the hotitie, but failed clent deed, 'and will be lot Into pos game plaved in the west this year. most economical treatment, for the
Member republican state central
street,
Second
between
Railroad and
to pass, the
committee, s'JSltto.
session of the premises, which will Neither team has suffered a defeat inhaler lasts a life time and there ii
Copper avenues.
A bill embodying the same features be aold as a whole,
of
Klected congressman from the SecPnr
Wards
umonla.
Hymnel
weeks'
enough
several
for
are
yet
in
this season, but the odds
and without dt
is to be resubmitted to congress at vision.
ond Michigan district, for 1903-05favor of the Jayhawkers, who for th use, while extra bottle can be ob All coughs, colds and pulmonary comW.
its coming session.
last lull..
plaints that are curable are quickly
past
A. A. TRIMBLE,
three virs have taken the ineas tained for 60 cents.
I
Ho is married and has a charming Executor of the
any
Seat in congress gained largely
will
settle
We
Cough
trust
this
by
AND BUILDER.
Cure.
CONTRACTOR
One
letter
Minute
cured
ure
of the Miners.
last will and testa
through the winning of an imixirtant family.
dmilits that mav have arisen as to our Clears the phlegm, draws out inflamment of
S. Trimble, de
Is one of the many spoken of a posrailroad state tax suit for Die people
willingness to refund the money for a mation, and heals and soothes the afFeel languid, weak, run down
Office and Factory
ceased, and
administrator
sible candidate to succeed United
in the fetferal court in l'jol.
llyotnel outfit, In case the purchaser fected parts, strengthens the lungs,
Headache?
412 WEST COPPER AVENUE
Stomach "oft?" Just
of the partnership assets of W.
nI'resldent Roosevelt invi'l him to Slates Senatvr RuhhvII A. Alter if
tjain cafe of lazy liver. Burdock Hlood is uot fully satisfied.
wards off pneumonia. Harmless ajttl
iriniuie & company.
Albuquerque, N. M.
the White House for a contereuce on latter retire at the end of his preseit
Respectfully yours,
pleasant to take. Sold by all drug- Hitters tones liver and stomach, pro
GOETZ'8 PICAklLLI AT MALOY'S motes digestion, purifies the blood.
gists.
late legislation.
J. H. O R1KM-- Y & CO.
Phones, Auto. 18; Colo., Black 2C5.
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EVENING CITIZEN

suits. He ki running a tunnel aloni?
N. PEACH & CO.
the vein, ami is sinking a shaft to
connect with ihe tunnel. He Is a very
successful mining man, and one who
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
keops his business affairs strictly' to
find crfHl tmnWwwith mrMnnnrh
'fnrmnth
Automatlo
'phone, 535. Office, 208 V4
himself.
.
n1 Qf-- Ri ktmli of tnrtllritift. Mr t'Miguft hut
tnftlij t frtn ms
He represented Yavapai county in bfn fxinr.
tnr tTPth htTlt.f
West
Gold Avenue.
wpfk
ft frlrn.1 rfCMnimpurtrJ
Two
two or three of the territorial lesls-lntlv!rftr.'t ftnl lifter nitnv lhm I emn mWWnaiy and
hfcrrulijr mj that hjr Tiht
Titirel cnrf'Tmr. I
assemblies, and was chairman fIhrrofnrB
htiov Ihiil I hail rpmtmiietid
THIRD
ni'h rinhrf ."
of the lant constitutional convention, ihfm tu11.anyf onfuvk atirrVrinf fnm New
York. N. T.
which was composed of some of the Chat. lUlpcrn, 114 E. 7tli 8t.,
brightest minds In the territory. He
For
Beit
served as supervisor of this county
Ck
t
for a number of years, with satisfacAll Kindt of Fresh and Salt Meat.
He has at
tion to his constituents.
Steam Ssuuge Factory.
all times ieen engaged in the mining
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Industry, has made a numlier of large
Masonic
Building. North Third Street.
CAM TV CATHARTIC
sales, and his closest friends now
think that he is alout ready to spring
0. A. BLEYSTER
another surprise on the local mining
IXSITR AVTR
RRAT.
VW LTV
world. JournaNMiner.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Pntvnt. Tf0""i1 nnOraul,
Plfnl,
Plthl,
Room B, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
VMptMrlcn,
pakn or Orip. lno.
stv.
OFFICIAL MATTERS
oM In hulk. Th
liiblM HurniifJ COO.
Automatic Telephone, 174.
Uukrute(J to cur or your money
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Catches the President at a
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Wholesale Grocers

STREET

Parties

Meat Market

Iarly Emphatic Point in His Speech at the
North Carolina State Fair.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
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Postmasters Appointed.
The following postmasters of fourth
cla, 7 offices have been appointed:
Mary 7.. ."eelt, vice Thomas 11. Meek,
resigned a. Meek, Lincoln county;
Kllen Kline n: Tambray, I. una county;
John H. V. bvholl at ltodoo, Grant
county; John O. Smith at IVarce, Co
chise county, Arizona.
Notaries Public Appointed.
The following notaries public have
tioen appointed by Acting Governor
Raynolds: Marclal Valdez. Las Cruces,
Dona Ana county; H.A.Hanson, Hoy,
Mora county; V. V. Hason, AlUiquor-que- ,
Bernalillo county; J. C. Gilbert,
Chaves county; W. J.
Clayton. Union county; C. M.
Fulghum, Raton, Colfax county.
Examination for Forest Supervisory
An examination was held today un- Sler the direction of Supervisor Leon
F. Knelpp, In his office at the federal
building for the position of forest
supervisor In New .Mexico. The field
examination will be. held tomorrow.
The following are applicants for the
position and aire taking said examination: Frank Crandall, of Santa Fe;
T. I). Burns, of Tierra. Amarllla; Geo.
A. Feter, of Uonio; A. L. Cheshcr, of
Porales; B.
Procor, and J. R.
Skidmore, of Glorieta.
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ZEIGER'S CAFE.
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JOE RICHARDS

COMING

LOST LOVE LETTER

NEVER BEFORE

CATCHES FORGER
FUN

November

A Pleasure to All.
No Pill Is as pleasant and positive aa
DeWitfs Little Early Risers. TMese
Famous Little Pills are so mild and

Established In

r. G.

Bur-mist-

IZ

CO.

OaoOSO03008000
MELINl

can quote me for the statement that I cama to this country thirty years ago, on the Hth day of last
October, and that I Tiave never seen
such confidence among the miners of
Yavapai county as there exists at the
present time," said W. A. Rowe, addressing a group of business men In
the Prescott hotel.
These words, coming from a man
who has occupied, and still occupies,
such a prominent place in the business and political life of this section,
areofniore than ordinary importance
to the many whose Interests are here,
and who are vitally interested in the
advance ment and development of the
country.
"Vhy," said Mr. Rowe.
"you have the evidences of prosperity
on every hand.' Here is the plant of
the Arizona Smelting company, only
fairly started in construction, and ou
see that company purchasing and paying cash f.r the smelting ores of our
district, while on the other hand the
the miners of our camps are quitting
their (daces and commencing work
on their own prospects, because they
can do better than $3.50 er day of
hours since the smelting company commenced to purchase the ores
of the district at a reasonable figure."
"Wint" Rowe, as he p familiarly
known, is developing tfle Dunkirk
gl
of mines in the Slate creek section, dose to the Davis group, of
which he was ut one time the owner.
He is meeting with fairly j:ood re- eif-'J-

'

Movement No. 1.
Place the hands on the hips, feet
together, hips in, chest out, chin
slightly up.
Keep the whole body quite still,
except at the waist. Revolve on the
waist muscles, first from left to right,
then from right to left, stretching In
order to turn as far as possible; and
after having stretched to the utmost,
hold the position a moment, and endeavor to go a little further.
These
t gestlon,

4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4

4
4

t

m
'

'

C

exercises Improve di- reduce the waist nieas- ure, insure a correct carriage,
and lengthen the waist.
Each should be performed 50
times a day. They should be
done In groups of 10, one move- ment following the other until 4
all are used, or do three groups
of ten of each movement iu tho
morning and two at night.
Open the window, and wear
clothing that will not in the least 4
hamper the muscles.
The ex- ereises are far more beneficial 4
if done as a recreation, not a
'
task.
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Wholesale

and Cigar Dealers

ti-u-

Proprietors.

RAILROAD

AVENUE,

'

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

WELL

DIISTTi:

Santo Fe Restaurant

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night. Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME

IN,

SEASON.

Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

REDUCED PRICES
On Dental Work.
Plates, $8.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
50c. All guaranteed.

FOUND AT LAST

t,

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine wl'th which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

v

:.

B. F. COPP, D. D. S."
Room

17,

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

N. T. Armijo Building.

1

Both

X5fPB.

WE8T

WHERE TO

TOTI A GRADI

Successors to Edwards & Fuehr
307 West Railroad Avenue.

sekh' .natJi
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Secretary Mutual Building
Office at J. C Baldrldge's
yard.

i

& EAKIN,

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

Both Phones

The Fuehr Undertaking Company
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The Futtste Ralkoacl Metropolis of New Mexico

4

Located on the Etelcn

Cut-o- ff

of The Atchison, Topeka

&.

Santa Fe Railway

Belen is 31 miles eouth of Albuquerque, N. M , at the junction of tho Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town aod Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
Of
ing

m .. lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad V and
business an
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; public school house, costchurches. Commercial club; a population of l,5oo inhabitants; largest mercantile establl linients in New Mexico; the Helen Patent Holler mill, capacity, 150 barrels daily ; largo winery; three hotels,
restaurants, etc. Helen Is the latgtst .hipping point for wool, Hour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New .Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city In tho near future cannot be estimated.

I

Selling of Opera Coats.
flreatest bargains ever offered In
B''ernoon and evening ccats, at the
Gulden Rule Dry Goods company. Sec
window display.

!

00000004000

1

WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

G. B.

riRE
INSURANCE.

M

000004K0000

The William? Dtttg Co.

CO.

A. E. WALKER,

r. 'iuw

i

.elii

B. MacMANUS,

COLORADO

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet A
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELT3 AND WOOL

J.

DENVER,

W

HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

South First Street

Spe-

save
money on Diamonds. When you
buy diamonds from me you trade with a reliable
house; tint means you buy diamonds right.
When you buy diamonds right you have a safe
Investment, that's as good as government bonds. Diamonds increase
In value every year, and they bring pleasure, win hearts and Increase
your prestige. You are cordially Invited to call and Inspect my
beautiful line of gems at prices Jewelers cannot buy at wholesale
what I offer at retail.
The Man You Can Trus
.ROSENFIELO, The Pawnbroker.
1189 Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Railroad Tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

CLARK VILLE PRODUCE CO

602

GASOLINE.

want.

'Unredeemed Diamonds
you
I can

The Pantatorlum.
Clothes cleaned, pressed and dyed.
All clothes called for and delivered.
214 South Second Street.
206 West Silver avenue.
Auto phone
Cheapest accident insurance Dr.
721. G. D. Hoffman, proprietor.
Thomas' Electric Oil. Stops the pain
&
Subscribe for The Citizen and get and heala the wound. All druggists FIRE. INSURANCE, REAL
ESTATE,
It.
sell
news.
the
LOANS
s
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

SUCH

YEARS

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co

&

I62M639 Seventeenth Street.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

o

u.

A

Hendrie

The

&
Faith Not Necessary.
You may be Just as skeptical and pes Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
simlstic as you please. Kodol wlll
digest what you eat whether you eat
boden's Granite Flour.
or not. You can put your food in a
bowl, pour a little Kodol Dyspepsia
Cure on It and It will digest It the
same as it will in your stomach. It
can't 'help but cure Indigestion and Dyspepsia. It Is curing hundreds and
thousands some had faith and some Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
didn't. Kodol will cure you If mediEarth.
cine can cure you. whether you have
faith in it or rot. Sold by all
Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.

HEALTM EXERCISES

FOR THIRTY

STEAM, ELECTRIC, COMPRESSED AIR, GAS OR
Write us your conditions and we can supply your
cial Hoist Catalogue on application.

0O04O4OO4O0O4

1882

PRATT

MACHINERY

HAS BEEN OUR SPECIALTY

Stopovers allowed In California. For particulars, call
on any agent.
H. S. LUTZ.
J. J. BYRNE.
Agent.
G. P. A, Los Angeles, Cal.

"The Chapcrones."

2

"You

misdirected streak of humor in
Joseph O'Neill has no doubt given
him a boost along the road to the penitentiary.
O'Neill is wanted in Cliit
county for f:rging three checks, but
he is more immediately wanted in
A
Phoenix for robbery.
telephone
message was received at t'.ie lfh;a
of the sheriff yesterday from Sheriff
Lowrey of Prescott sayini; O'Neill
Deputy Sheriff
was in jail there.
Cunningham left this morning to
bring him back to Phoenix.
O'Neill drifted into Phoenix two
weeks ago, from where, nobody knew,
lie took up a residence at Cooper &
Bassett's corral, but shortly afterward disappeared, going, no one knew
where. He would probably have been
permanently lost, but for one thing.
He took with him from the corral
several articles of clothing belonging
to a young man by the name of Floyd
Itiirim.ster, who is employed on the
Sacaton Indian reservation, $1.50 and
a fountain pen belonging to one of the
proprietors of the corral.
No story Is complete unless woman
figures in it some way. and in this
one a woman figured to good purpose.
Slio is a handsome little girl living
on Cherry Creek, and to whom
is engaged to be married. In
the pocket of one of the articles of
iothiup stolen by O'Neill was a' letter from her to Bitrmlster. O'Neill
found the letter and saw In It "an op
portunity for a joke. It happened that
he had an uncle .living on Cherry
Creek, and it 11N0 happened that In
fore he found the letter he hud cle-- !
termlned to eo there.
Arriving there he soon formed the
acinKimiar.ee of the young la.ly an
talked with hep aiiout H'lrmiMi r. H J
to, In r of ni:i;i!cts which greatly sur-- '
litis. ,1 lier, tor she ha-- supp. fed them!
to be known only to Iici m If :iyd Iter
Finally. O'Neill's idea of!
sweetheart.
a Juki- prumined him to tell leT jiliout
the litter. thi'Huh tie did not Ull her
how ii came into hi.s pores.-ioss indignant frame
In a more or
of niitid she wrote to H'trmisier, cliiil-- j
v.
i
ins;
with
ill
i'h his eare!ein
her letters, whit h were n. t intended
for profane eyes.
Now. Muriinster was not entirely
without powers of deduction. 1'e
where he hud left that Tet-ti r; lie remembered thai tlieco.tt had:
been stolen, and he knew that O'Neill
liad stolen it along with the other
plunder.
Somebody at Cherry Creek
had informed his girl about the letter!
w hich had been a secret" betw een him- Bolt and his sweetheart and the post-- j
ma.-.ie-r
i:eneral it the I'nite S'dtes..
Mr. (oiirlyoii was at Washington.
Therefore. O'Neill must be at t in fry
Creek. This very broad clue was beut
to She: in l.owrey, ami O'Neill was1
taken 'in.
rel ably uot be detained.
He will
lure, for on Saturday a telegram was
received at the OUKe of tiie s'leril'fl
lianley, of (lila county,!
from Shiriif
savin'." t!::-.- ' O'Neill was wanted there.
Tlii'iuli ;; had been more than two
he left that part of the1
wet 'is
tf
had. evl tently.
coir, iv 1: s
o
n
ert ,i nmil Friday or,
ei u
Saturday. Phoenix Republican.
iii-c-

HOISTING

Sept. 15 to Oct. 31

October 28 "Polly Primrose."
November 1. "Uncle Josh

MINING CONFIDENCE

A

,

0

g

cun-nin-

JOE O'NEILL HAD FATAL
WITH THE MISSIVE.

CIGARS"

EVENTS

RANKIN

"Actual experience has shown that it is not possible to leave the railroads uncontrolled. Such a system, or a lack of system, Tuts a premium
upon unscrupulous and ruthless
in railroad management."
The
point President Roosevelt most strongly emphasized
In his speech at
r
Raleigh, N. C.

Cigar;

V

Every woman wants a fine evening
coat, but the price has alway been
too high for the greater majority. Not
so now, for If you "will attend the sale
of fine coats at the Golden Rule Dry
Goods company, you will find them
See
pi iced within the reach of all.
window display.

v

Lily

113
W. Railroad Avenue,
to organize a lodge of Eagles, says
the Optic. This strong order has
spread with a rapidity
that
doe
PIONEER BAKERY
credit to Its suggestive name, during
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
the past few years, and Is now one
(Successor
to Balling Bros.)
of tho strongest In the country. It Is WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
an excellent benevolent and fraternal
We desire patronage and we guarorder, and numbers among its mem- antee first
baking.
bership some i.f the best ni n of the 207 S. First class
Albuquerque.
Street.
country. The recent convention In
Denver was one of the most notable
mux?
ever held In that city. The territorial organl.er is expected here from
Roswell witliin a few days, when the
$25 California $25
plans for the installment of the lodge
will be carried out.
Second Class Colonist Rates

effective that children, delicate ladles
and weak people enjoy their cleansing
effect, while strong people say they
are the best liver pills sold. Sold by
V
all druggists.

MADE PICCALILLI
AND
SARATOGA CHIPS,

HOME

Smoke the White

MOVEMENT TO ORGANIZE
EAGLES AT LAS VEGAS.
A movement is on foot In the city

-

1

2

g

8terllng Remedy Co., Chlc.eo or N.Y. jot
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

1.

re-i-

llti.iinO;

ALL

EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THtf SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

FAST LIMITED

The lots offered are

the center of the city, well graded, (many of them improved by oil' ivation)
shop, etc., etc. Also a first-clamodern hotel.

In

coal and wood yard, drug store, harness

;

GO OVER

no sand or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

first-clas-

s

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, jew t ier, plumbing shop, planing mill,

s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

;

14

JOHN BECKER,

The Belen Town and improvement Company
WM. M. BERGER,
President
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LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

madn Its appearance Lift night and
the line will be nnvh stronger than
at first expecled. On account of the
day being Huii'lay. the same will not
be called until :! o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs, A A. Henry will soon
move from their rooms on Railroad
y
arranged homo
avenue to a
at No. 9(ifi Sou'h Broadway, where
they will raise chicken and probably
engage in farmi'ir on a small scale.
Besides being one of the finest Nim-roil- s
in the ce'intrv and one of the
best fishermen in the aliey, Mr. Henry knows considerable about growing
corn, potatoes and the like, and of
course be will succeed.
S. E. Aldt icli, one of Gallup's njost
progressive ami prominent citizens
and iolit Iclans. is in the city today on
business. He sus both big political
par'les of .McKlnley county favor
joint statehood f ir New Mexico and
Arizona, and rtsjlutions to that effect
adopted at
meetings of both
the republican and democratic parties,
have been sent to President Roosevelt and Senator Bevoridge.
Dixon, James
lack Stranssm r.
Bingham, Robert McMahan and Percy
Hawley, five excellent duck and quail
hunters of the city, who are spending
considerable time these days hunting
in the valley, returned lato yesterday
afternoon from the swamps hear Los
Lunas, where they killed a sack full
fowl. They neglected
of
to leave a mess of fowl at the printing offices.
Conrad Gonzales Is erecting a
on Sixth street near the St. Vincent academy, and hopes to have it
ready for occupancy In a short time.
Mr. Gonzales is a cattle raiser of
Sandoval county, and will probably'
leave the city in a few days for his
ranch on the Chaves grant, where he
has several thousand fat cattle on
pasture.
A. Richard .Tones, who
succeeded
S. C. Jackson as manager of the American Lumber company, arrived from
Bay City, iMich., last night, accompanied by Mrs. Jones and (laughter.
They have taken the new Pitt Ross
house on West Railroad avenue as a
lemjmrary residence. Mr. Jackson left
for the east last night on train

Fair and Warmer tonight. Friday,
partly cloudy, but warmer In south
portion.

Sorosis Shoes for Women
On account of

their swell styles, perfect

Tho (iogallan dub will give a dance
Ilallow'en night at Elks' ball.
James I). Knkin, of Mellnl & Kakln,
was a
north this morning.
V. C. Kennedy, of the city police
f.'ree. returned last night from a visit
to his old home at Winfleld. Kan.
K. Payson Ripley of San Marclal.
returned south la.-- t night, after spending yesterday in the city on railroad
buslni ss.
Dr.'Ct. W. Harrison went to Las
tills morning on business of the
New Mexico Medical board, of which
he Is a member.
Judge Daniel 11. McMillan, of Socorro, was In tho city between trains
last night on bin way home from a
trip to Denver.
The benefit ball at Klks' hall Inst
night under the auspices of D. E.
Phillips was well attended and quite a
pleasant affair.
Pedro Perea, territorial insurance
commissioner, was in the metropolis
today from Santa Ke attending to official business.
C. F. Spader, the Indian trader from
.leme., accompanied by Miss Spader,
of New York city, is registered at
the Alvarado.
M. W. Madden, a mining cnclncer
of New York, is spending a few davs.
in tne city, trio guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Maynard Ounsul.
Walter Weinman, of the Golden
Rule dry goods store, returned
last
night from a trip to Ixjs Angeles and
other Pacific coast resorts.
Traveling auditor H. H. Sheppard,
of the Chicago & Alton railway, with
headquarters at Denver, was trans
acting business In the city today.
Stated conclave of Pilgrim
No. 3 this evening
at 8
o'clock. By order of the eminent
commander. J. C, Ferger, recorder.
J. 15. Kutberford and L. W. Gallea
left last night for a triD through
northern Arizona in the interests of
the Indiana Stuto Lite Insurance

and unexcelled wear, nut
' only have replaced tho shoes from Lond n, Puris and Vienna so pop
u!ar here a few years ago, but they Are sold today very extensively
in England, France and ninny o:her foreign countries.
This proves
their superiority over other makes. Try a pair. We have the exclusive agency.
Style
wear.
Style

27
9

fit

pass-enge-

Ve-ga- a

Kxtra Heavy Sole, made for the hardest

Itox Calf,

Vicl Kid, Heavy Extension

Sole, easy and strong.

Same, like Style 9, with

lighter sole and narrower toe.
Light Welt Sole, suitable for dress and street wear.
Style
Style 402 A light dress shoe, with Cloth Top.
Style

1

3

i

$3.50

ALL STYLES.

Mmlm

A FALL

IN CANNED

GOODS.

Especially as to prices Is certain to
please you. With the Incoming tide
of fresh vegetables and fruits, we
must get rid of our canned stock fine
as It is and our reduced prices will
make them move In a hurry. Mark
you: they're Just as good and sweet
as the day they were "put up," but
out they must go, to your great benefit. Hurry up If you want any.

r. r. TROTTER
and
South Second St.
ccooooooooooco
Kou. 118

t
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The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard piano.

Mrs. Pearce

Stuart left this
for Madrid, where Mr. Stuart is
employed on the Madrid coal road.
They will make their home in

But

THE GENUINE CHECKERING
The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor, Is admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

THE WIIITSON

MTJSTC

114 SOUTH SECOND

Lumber

CO.

STREET.

Sash, Doors,
9

GIVE HALLOWE'EN

The
ned a
given
Men's

Woman's Relief Corps has planHallowe'en party which will be
next Thursday evening at Red
ball. The ladles havs arranged a very Interesting program and a
delightful time is anticipated.
A
small admission fee of 25 cents will
be charged and this will Include re;
freshmenta and dancing.

First and Marquette,

-

0
8

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Notice.
All graduate nurses of the city are
requested to meet at room 82, Bar-nebuilding, Monday night, October
30, at 7 p. m. to organize Nurses' Association. Those unable to attend and
please send
wishing to
their names. Mary P. Hunter, M. D.
n
A. A. A. vs. A. M. C. Sunday
25
noon at Traction park
cents

Mall orders receive sper.lal attention.
AVENTJE.

EVERITT

Others

make

In

on

this

store. There are a
any dozen different patterns. Prices range

$25.

PLUMBING

I

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings,
Packing, Engines,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch

Steam Pumps,

03
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Subscribe for the Evening Citizen
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POST
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HOT BLAST HEATERS.

QUICK
QUICK

MEAL RANGES

MIA4.

QUICK MEAL.

0
0
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We offer for ten days only any vSuit or
Overcoat in our West window for Fifteen
Dollars. vStudy the window and compare values.
p

C
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Agents for
Winchester
volvers

Jd

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

South Second Street

AUK

No. 215
0

OO.

cSt

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear

Now is the Time

0

o o o o

HARDWARE

WIIOL.KSAL1K

ETC.
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o

o

B. J.
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The suits are
display

SIMON
STERN
THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

GOETZ'3 PICALILLI AT MALOY'8

-

clothes

of things.

to

A fine place to while
away the
hours at tho pool hall, No. 115 West
Railroad avenue.

Charles Chad wick, t he sheep commission merchant, left last night for
Magdalena, accompanied by Messrs.
Payne and Rogers, sheep buyers from
Wichita, Kan. It is understood t,hat
Mr. Chadwick has sold about IO.imjO
ewes, and lambs to the Kansas vontle-men- ,
and they will be loaded on the
cars and shipped from Magdalena in
a short time.
D. J. Tlrsway, who has the contract
to macadamize the road from Win-gat- e
station on the Santa Fe Pacific,
to Fort Wlngate, about two miles, is
here today trying to secure laborers.
The gentleman will leave probably
this evening, for Denver, but "will return to the city and thence to Fort
Wingate In a few days.
At the request of Attorney W, C.
Heacock the preliminary bearing of
William Custer, who was arrested
several weeks ago at Laguua charged
with breaking into a scaled Santa Fe
car, was not' heard today before United States Coyimissioner Whiting. The
case has been continued until next

are

the advancement

WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK
DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
PLANING MILL.

No. 8.

how

nnecinnrr

vercoats

West Gold Avenue

perfecting

Just a few years
ago, a fat man
couldn't get a suit
to fit, outside a
merchant tailoring
shop,
Today, it doesn't

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
Notice is hereby given that I will
not be responsible for any debts contracted by my husband, E. K. NorrU.
MRS. E. K. NORRI3.

shows

Mrs. Regina Strong and Miss Mabel
Strong left this morning on the flyer
for the grand canyon, where they will
remain until Sunday, returning here
Sunday night.
President W. G. Tight, of the uni
versity, will deliver another one )f
Hose,
his lectures next Sunday niglit in the
Woman s club rooms In the Commer
Belting,
Boilers,'
cial club building.
Supplies. Write for Prices
District Clerk W. E. Dame and
George K. Neher will leave this even Monday.
ing for the upper
Mrs. J. C. Marshall delightfully enPecos country,
where they will spend several days tertained last night at her home on
bunting deer and bear.
South Arno street in honor of Mrs.
The
so Ruth E. Foote, of Denver, national
benevolent
ciety has already begun preparations president of the Ladles of the Grand
for its grand charity ball on Thanks- Army of tb& Republic. A large numgiving night, which is to be made one ber of guests enjoyed the pleasures
lie
of the evening.
of the social events of the season.
Soot Pint Street J 401-4North Fkat Strrd
or
E.
manager
C.
formerly
Allen,
M. L. Mayse, of Wellington, Kan.,
chairman of the general committee of the Albuquerque Electric Light comthe Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, pany, will leave tonight for Gallup to
MKUKW1
for the Santa Fe system, is in Albu- take charge of the electric light plant
querque In the Interests of the order. In that city, which was purchased by
Albuquerque parties the first of the
A. Staab, the retired Santa Fe mer
week.
chant, "who Is building a three-stor- y
Bert Evans, on the day shift at the
C
business block on West Railroad aveAFTER DINNER
nue, returned to the Ancient City this St. Elmo, will leave Saturday night
A
onlv
Short
Order
Lunch
The
morning, after having spent several for Bisbee, Arizona, where he will
Or between meals, any time, hx
Room in theCriv. Fine Coffee
remain for a few months .
days in the city.
fact, one of our "La Plata Eaaspecaity. 2 6 S. Second
was
The
time
of
district
court
the
gles" is a delightful smoke. They
A. T. Corey, an extensive sheep
occupied
today
testitaking
further
have a delicious flavor, and are
feeder of Fort Collins, Colo., arrived mony
Washington
In the
famous
good clear through, from end to
In the city last night with a train load
case.
mine
end. They please the most critof sheep which he had purchased in
REPAIR
SHOP.
ical smoker. This Is only one
the Magdalena district. He left for
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl
Stated Conclave.
of the many good things In our
the north this morning.
Pilgrim Commandery No. 3, K. T., ture set up and crated for shipment.
stock of choice cigars. We menAn Important business meeting of Thursday evening, October 26, at 8 Rear of Walton's drug store.
tion a few others to show you
the truatoes and all committees of o clock p. m. By order of E. C.
L. H. SHOEMAKER- our values:
the Congregational church will be
J. C. FERGER,
Don Florio, 3 for
,25o
held this evening at 8 o'clock at the
Recorder. COME TO THE RUMMAGE 8ALE
Don Recardo, 2 for
25o
church. All members of the improveat 214 West Gold avenue, October 27
High Life
t
ment committees are urgently
See the window display of the Rio and 28, under the auspices of the lareDependable, 5c Little Sultano, 6o
quested to be present.
mt
T I
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe dies of the First Congregational x
(Mrs. Ruth E. Foote. national Dresl- - store, then ask for those $3.60 walk- church. Clothing, boots and shoes
TwaPiffinme
ii
and miscellaneous articles, at lowest 3 IS West Railroad Ave. l7 louth S.nd St. m. UUOMnuTr,
dent cf tho Ladles of the Grand Army ing skirts.
cooking
prices.
Home
and candy, in.
of the Republic, residing at Denver.
Knee length Jersey Leggings, for plenty and variety.
9mm9?mKmK m
who has been In the city several davs
women,
children
75c,
85c
$1.
and
and
the guest of members of John A. LoOvergaiters,
Five pairs of hose for 25c Saturgan Circle No. 1, left last night for Seven and
for women and men, 35c, 50c and 75c, day only; worth two pairs for 25c.
iaa uruces, wnere sne goes to or- at
C. May's shoe store, 314 West .RailSimon Stern, the Railroad avenue
ganize a chapter of the order.
road avenue.
clothier.
The Ten Dons were entertained at
a delightful dinner party at 6:30
o'clock last evening, at the resldwice
of Dr. James H. Wroth. County Superintendent of Schools A. B. Stroup
read an Interesting paper, entitled,
"They Enslave Their Children's Chil- 0
dren Who May Compromise With
CHAS. F. MYERS.
Proprietors
WM. M'INTOSH.
Sin."
The city f ot ball eleven took anI IOTA I Li
other turn with the pig skin at tho
gymnasium last nlg'ht. and the show- Ing made In practice points toward
lueir oewg jn good Btiapo ror the
game with the American
Lumber
company's eleven at Traction park,
Sunduy afternoon. Some new material
To get your Stove Woik done before the rush. Quick Meal,
John
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection Home Ba6e
lturners; Mountain Oak and Q eat Western Heaters. The most complete lice In the city,
stroke, We carry many
For everybody who wants to make a clean-cu- t
AT LOWEST PRICES.
different sizes and styles to select from. Try a Wlssi

tS viits
and
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It

well some men

clothes.

web-foote- d

in this

store.

perfect

mm

DIAMONDS
RAILROAD

per-

,

OIO(

SILVERWARE,

suit, ready to wear,

fect battleships.

tt

fitting

perfect

a
In

right here
men

fat he

may be, he can get

another.
Some

bow

MERCHANTS

THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
THOUGHTS OF XMAS.
BY NOVEMBER 1 THE RU8H FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR 8TUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT 18 TO
THIS NOVEMBER
RUSH
WITH THIS MONTH THAT WE
MAKE THE FOLLOWING
OFFER:
FROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
1 WE WILL GIVE
ONE 11x14
PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
DOZEN OF OUR GENUINE PLAT.
INUM CABINET FOLDER PHOTOS.
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT

JEWELRY,

Other strive

Call and enjoy

or

Is,

small and

one direction.

In

big and how fat a
man

Some men strive

7

CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
COST.
MOON A KELEHER, MAKERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.

WATCHES.

better

R

WHITNEY COMPANY

E

ANNOUNCEMENT'''

for the
filings.

One or the nicest places in the city
is the pool hall, No. 115 West Rail-

road avenue.

READY-TO-WEA-

Life U a continuous strife, usually difference, how

Football! Football!
Sunday afternoon at Traction park
between Albuquerque Athletic Association and tho American Lumber
Company team. Admission 25 cents.

1

0

MADE TO FIT,

n

i

LUMBER

FAT MEN AND THEIR SUITS

PARTY

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
ALBUQUERQUE

RELIEF CORPS TO

WOMAN'S

plui-mm-

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

THURSDAY, OCT. 26, 1905.

o

O

O

Wind

MIAL

anj

and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's ReTistols, StuJt jaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse
STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.

Kifles

Automatic-

Mills,

-

West Railroad Avenue

o o o

o o o o o o o o

Albuquerqoie, New Mexico

o o

o o o

o o

0

